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Financial Highlights
QAR ‘000s
2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

631,748

647,720

601,273

525,685

465,159

Total Assets

38,165,210

32,298,955

31,380,400

26,177,170

20,606,140

Total Loans

26,861,405

24,044,609

21,307,947

17,312,451

14,013,630

Total Liabilities

33,305,011

27,758,600

27,209,304

22,613,849

17,164,528

4,860,199

4,540,355

4,171,096

3,563,321

3,441,612

Return on Average Assets

1.84%

2.06%

2.15%

2.26%

2.52%

Return on Average Equity

13.6%

15.1%

15.5%

15.9%

16.4%

Cost to Income Ratio

30.7%

29.0%

30.0%

32.3%

31.0%

Capital Adequacy Ratio

15.6%

16.3%

18.1%

19.2%

20.8%

Net Profit

Shareholders’ Equity

2016
Total Assets
38,165,210

2016
Net Profit
631,748

www.ahlibank.com.qa

Credit Ratings

Fitch Ratings 2016
Date

Apr-2016

Long-Term Issuer Default Rating (IDR)

A+

Short-Term Issuer Default Rating (IDR)

F1
1

Support Rating
Bank Viability Rating
Outlook

BBBStable

Moody’s 2016
Date

Dec-2016

Long-Term Issuer Default Rating (IDR)

A2

Short-Term Issuer Default Rating (IDR)

Prime 1

Financial Strength Rating
Outlook

baa3
Stable

Shareholding Structure 2016
Public and Institutions

52,94%

Qatar Foundation (QIA)

29,41%

Qatar Holding (QIA)

17,65%

A2

A+

Fitch Rating 2016

Moody's 2016

Outlook: Stable

Outlook: Stable
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Board of Directors’ Report

Dear Shareholders,
On behalf of the Board of Directors, I have
the pleasure to announce to the shareholders
that Ahlibank achieved positive results for the
year ended 31 December 2016, although the
year 2016 was challenging for many sectors,
including the banking sector, due to the drop
and fluctuation in oil prices and other events
which affected the economies in the region.
Notwithstanding the above situations and
challenges, I am pleased to report a steady
performance of our Bank for the year 2016,
achieving a net profit of QAR 631,748 thousand
compared to QAR 647,720 thousand for the
year 2015, with earnings per share equal to
QAR 3.31 (QAR 3.39 in 2015). Total assets grew
to reach QAR 38.165 billion compared to
QAR 32.299 billion at the end of 2015.
The Bank continues to have a quality credit
portfolio, whereby Non-Performing Loans (NPL),
(excluding performing loans under watch list)
stood at 0.82% by year end, which is a relatively
low percentage compared with the market NPL
ratios.
As a result of the stable performance for the
year 2016, and taking into consideration the
benefit of the shareholders and the Bank, and to
support the Bank’s growth and expansion and
its capital adequacy ratio, and to build additional
reserves to hedge against future risks which will
ensure a long term value for the shareholders,
the Board recommended and approved to the
distribution of cash dividends at the rate of 10%
and free shares at the rate of 5%.

The Board of Directors remain committed to
the highest governance and risk management
standards and continued to improve the
stability of our Bank’s funding structure to
maintain funding prudence in the banking
practices and to comply with regulatory ratios
and required liquidity, through a debut issuance
of a 5-year bond transaction, raising
US$ 500 million, with an overwhelming
response from international parties across the
Middle East, Asia, UK and Europe by more
than 100 leading institutions. This was a key
achievement for the year and one that will
support us in the next phase of our growth.
Renovations of the Bank’s branch network
continued, with modern technology playing
a significant role in the renewed locations.
Technology continued to be at the heart of
our achievements with our launch of the first
contactless credit card in Qatar.
We continue to live by our brand values to be at
the heart of the community and our promise to
provide the most personal banking experience.
The bank has honoured 73 long-serving
employees, with tenures between five and
twenty-five years with our Bank. These
employees have shown years of dedication and
support to the continuous growth of our Bank
and were deservedly recognised for
their commitment.

9
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I would like to extend our sincere appreciation
and gratitude to His Highness Sheikh Tamim
Bin Hamad Al-Thani, the Emir, may God protect
him, and to His Excellency the Prime Minister
Sheikh Abdullah Bin Nasser Al-Thani and
His Excellency the Minister of Finance and
His Excellency the Minister of Economy and
Trade for their confident leadership. We also
extend appreciation to His Excellency Sheikh
Abdullah Bin Saud Al-Thani, the governor of
Qatar Central Bank, and his deputy, Sheikh
Fahad Bin Faisal Al-Thani, and all the Qatar
Central Bank staff for their continued support in
different areas.
To our customers, I convey our genuine
appreciation for their trust and continued
support. And to you, dear shareholders, we
offer our thanks and gratitude for the support
you have provided.
Finally, on behalf of the Board and the Banks’
shareholders, I would like to express our
unwavering appreciation for the commitment of
our management team and employees for the
daily efforts they make to ensure the smooth
operations of the Bank and the responsibility of
our customers.
In conclusion, I ask God Almighty to help us on
our journey and to do our best to support our
country, our community and our heritage.
Al Salamu Alaikum
Faisal Bin Abdulaziz Bin Jassem Al-Thani
Chairman & Managing Director

www.ahlibank.com.qa

ANOTHER STEADY
PERFORMANCE
FROM OUR BANK.
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Board of Directors

Sheikh Faisal Bin Abdulaziz
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Sheikh Nasser Bin Ali
Bin Saud Al-Thani

Chairman and Managing Director

Deputy Chairman

Sheikh Fahad Bin Falah
Bin Jassem Al-Thani

Mr. Fahed Sadd Al-Qahtan

Board Member

Board Member
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Sheikh Jassem Bin Mohammed
Bin Hamad Al-Thani

Sheikh Faisal Bin Thani
Bin Faisal Al-Thani

Board Member

Board Member

Mr. Victor Nazeem Agha

Mr. Ahmed Abdulrahman Nasser Fakhro

Board Member

Board Member
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Chief Executive Officer’s Statement
Qatar’s ‘built to last’ economy and the
continued spending by the Qatari government
to drive credit growth, cultivated local banking
conditions that were stable, and provided a
robust lending environment for the country’s
banks. All this despite various economic and
regulatory challenges, declining world oil and
gas prices, as well as regional conflicts.
Our country’s strong hydrocarbon exports,
prudent budget planning with generous fiscal
buffers and strong payments position once
again provided the right operating business
environment for our sector. Banking conditions
remained stable despite declining revenues
and budget spending adjustments.

Strong financial standing
The past year’s business environment
presented us with another solid financial
standing in most areas of our core business.
We continued to invest in areas of our business
that allow us to capitalise on our strengths, and
performed at or above expectations.

Stable funding
Over recent years, the domestic banking
economy has been constantly restructuring to
meet market realities, with most banks having
to address their stable funding requirements
through diversified funding instruments, as
well as their Tier 1 capital or liability structure,
albeit through costlier and confidence sensitive
market funding.

Balance Sheet
•

Risk Assets 79.1% ( as a % of Total assets )

•

Loans Growth 11.7% YoY

•
•
•
•
•

Liquid Assets 27.8% ( as a % of Total assets )
Liability Growth 20.0% YoY

Loans to Customer Deposits 107.4%
Moody’s Market Funds Ratio 19.4%
Capital Adequacy 15.6%

Management
•

Stable funding 11.6% ( as a % of liabilities )

•

Provisions Cover 150.6%

•
•

Non-Performing Loans 0.82%
Cost/Income 30.7%

Performance
•
•

ROE: 13.6%

ROA: 1.84%

www.ahlibank.com.qa

Salah Murad
Chief Executive Officer

“

“

In line with our expectations, our Bank delivered
a continued and consistently stable performance
for the year 2016. In adopting a prudent growth
strategy, we managed to repeat previous years’
successes whilst remaining true to our strategy: to
serve the local market, increase our market share
and operate in a risk-cautious environment.

15
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In April 2016, our Bank successfully completed
its US$ 500 million debut fundraising in the
international debt capital markets, which was
2.4 times oversubscribed, to diversify the
Bank’s funding base and increase our visibility
in international markets. Middle East investors
took up the largest share (55%), followed
by Asia (20%), the UK (15%), Europe (6%)
and others (4%). We have further improved
the stability of our funding structure as well
as positioning ourselves within Basel III
requirements and begin the next phase of our
growth story.

Local product developments

Strong international ratings

The 2022 FIFA World Cup event to be hosted
in Qatar is the compass that guides us as we
move forward. Forthcoming infrastructure
developments will determine the pace of
change and growth of our country.
To align ourselves with our changing nation,
we will be rolling out plans to upgrade and
overhaul our technology with the view of
minimising outdated legacy systems, and
developing automated services within our
operational areas. With all of this, it is our
people who will be the foundations of our
success and we will continue our investment in
human capital for sustained performance.

Another important milestone in the Bank’s
history is Moody's assignment in February
2016 of A2/Prime-1 first time ratings to the
Bank with Stable outlook. The major drivers
supporting this rating include Qatar’s solid
macro profile, strong asset quality which
compares favourably against global peers,
improved funding mix, and sound capital
and profitability metrics. This rating is also
testament to the financial support and
commitment from the Qatari authorities to all
banks in the country in case of need.

International recognition
As testimony to a year of good financial and
business performance, Ahlibank received two
prestigious leadership achievement awards
from the Asian Banker for Best Managed Bank
in Qatar, and Best CEO of the year 2016.

Through past investments in building our
brand with improved market visibility, we have
created a solid platform from which we can
launch a wider products base. In early 2016,
the Junior Savings Account was launched
to support the longer-term savings needs of
the emerging youth market, an area of the
market which we believe has been previously
underserved in the Qatar market.

Ready for success

I would like to express my gratitude and
appreciation to our customers, investors and
shareholders for their continued support,
confidence and trust in us. We will follow our
compass and continue to deliver. To the Board
of Directors, I thank you for your strategic
direction and stewardship. To all our employees
and management, I thank you for your
commitment and hard work. Finally, and most
importantly, I would like to express my sincere
gratitude to the Qatar Central Bank team and
its Governor for their prudent governance, wise
guidance and unwavering support.

www.ahlibank.com.qa
www.ahlibank.com.qa

FINANCIALLY
FIT AND READY
TO COMPETE
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Retail Banking

Through our strong customer
relationships, Retail Banking withstood
the challenging domestic environment
and delivered its financial targets.
Additionally, the year saw the launch
of more market leading products and
services, once again designed with our
community, customers and strategic
goals in mind.

Delivering for our customers
2016 saw the delivery of initiatives designed
to meet increasing customer expectations,
improve customer experience and position
Retail Banking to deliver growth and its
financial commitments to the Bank.
We enhanced our product proposition by
launching three new innovative products to
meet identified customer needs, including
launching Qatar’s 1st contactless Titanium
Credit Card, the Junior Savings account—to
meet the underserved youth savings market,
and the Payroll Debit Card, specifically
designed to support the government-led Wage
Protection System (WPS) initiative, to protect
employees by ensuring that salaries are paid
in a timely manner through a process that can
be monitored by the Ministry of Labour and the
Qatar Central Bank (QCB).
We have continued to enhance our service
proposition across all our physical and digital
channels, to satisfy customer demand for
seamless banking that is available anytime and
anywhere. We have improved our online and
mobile banking propositions by increasing the

www.ahlibank.com.qa
www.ahlibank.com.qa

Hassan AlEfrangi
Deputy CEO—Retail and Private Banking

“

“

As the face of the Bank we have continued to
build our brand within the local community through
product innovation, service enhancement and the
ongoing renovation of our branches. Through this
top-of mind approach we have exceeded targets
and increased our depositor base, maintaining
Retail Banking’s strong contribution to the overall
performance of the Bank.

19
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range of services available to customers. We
have enhanced ATM capabilities by launching
Cash and Cheque Deposit services at selected
branch ATMs.
The refurbishment of our branch network
continued. We relocated our Salwa Branch
and we opened a new branch at Crowne Plaza
Business Park. We have now completed the
refurbishment of over 50% of our network and
the refurbishment programme will continue
in 2017.

Delivering for our community
We continue to focus on serving the needs of
the local community through the location of
our branches and the products and services
we offer to meet identified customer needs
including new credit cards (Titanium Credit
Card), savings accounts (Junior Savings
account for young people and prize
draw-based Al Rabeh Savings Scheme),
and accounts (Payroll Card to support
the WPS initiative).

Rewarding our customers
Our Pearl Rewards programme continued to
be attractive and substantially contributed to
our positive results this year. We expanded the
programme through a partnership with Dareen
International, who have over 100 outlets
in Qatar representing 35 brands including
Starbucks, H & M, Mothercare, and many
more. Ahlibank customers can now redeem
their Pearl Rewards in over 200 outlets
across Qatar.

Outlook
2017 will be another challenging year.
However, we have a firm foundation from
which to expand our Retail Banking business.
We have made great progress in improving
the overall awareness of Ahlibank within the
local community, especially amongst our key
customer segments.
We will continue to revamp and enhance
our distribution channels and plan to open
new modern branches in certain strategic
locations in Qatar. The overall distribution
network strategy is to focus on the integration
of modern technologies to enhance customer
experience, whilst at the same time maximising
efficiency and revenue opportunities to reduce
our cost base.
Deepening our customer relationships is a
key area of focus and we plan to develop this
further through the introduction of enhanced
products and services, as well as leveraging
all our distribution channels to provide banking
services anytime and anywhere for our
customers. We will work collaboratively with
other business units to achieve this goal.
We shall focus on income diversification
by reducing the reliance on interest income
and introduce fee generating products and
services. Digital innovation remains a key area
of emphasis and we will also develop tailored
propositions for youth and female segments.
Our relentless focus underpinned by our
high-performance team culture and change
management controls will support our Retail
Banking business on the next stage of our
journey to provide the most personal banking
experience and deliver sustained
financial performance.

www.ahlibank.com.qa

We continue to invest
in online channels to
provide access anytime
and anywhere together
with the renovation of
existing branches.
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Corporate Banking
Despite increasing cost of funds, Corporate
Banking maintained its margins, increased total
assets and continued to participate in landmark
projects across Qatar. The focus remained on
profitable business and strengthening existing
client relationships.
Furthermore, we continued with our efforts to
increase fee-based income for the Bank and
maintained the high-level of quality assets we
seek through our stringent lending criteria.

The transformation of Qatar
Our support for vital infrastructure
developments across Qatar remained in
2016. We continued to be a key financer
of contractors for the Doha Metro project,
Ashghal’s Inner Doha Re-sewerage
Implementation Strategy (IDRIS), the new
Hamad Port projects, a FIFA 2022 stadium
and several roads and highways. All significant
projects that support the Qatar National
Vision 2030.
Additionally, Manateq is positioned as a
vital component in achieving the ‘Economic
Development’ pillar of the Qatar National
Vision 2030. Working with two other banks, we
arranged a bridge loan for the construction of a
warehouse in the Manateq Special
Economic Zones.
We take great pride in supporting our Qatari
community in their international business
ventures. In 2016, we assisted a Qatari
business group in an international investment
by part financing the acquisition of two luxury
hotels in Europe.

Long-lasting relationships
Strong and trusted customer relationships
are at the heart of our Corporate Banking
philosophy. Throughout the year we continued
to deepen these relationships, working closely
with our existing client base to weather the
challenging market conditions.
During 2016, our customers chose to taking
advantage of the online services that benefit
their businesses such as the Corporate Online
Banking and the Trade Finance portal.

Straight-through-payroll
Technology continues to be an area of
phased development within the Corporate
Banking department. Most notably was the
implementation of our online Wages Protection
System. Corporate Banking customers can
process payroll from their Ahlibank account to
any bank in Qatar, with payments processed
without manual intervention. We continued to
encourage customers to enrol on this system
and provide the necessary training to support
their compliance with local regulations.
Following the launch of our authority matrix
and other Corporate Online Banking services,
we reengineered internal processes across
several of these services, making the customer
experience faster and more efficient.

www.ahlibank.com.qa

Mahmoud Malkawi
Senior Deputy CEO—Corporate Banking

“

“

We continued to seek growth by expanding our
Corporate Banking services and becoming a true
partner in testing times. We take great pride in
supporting our Qatari community in their business
ventures as well as the country’s infrastructure
developments as part of Qatar National Vision 2030.
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Continuous development
Towards the middle of 2016, the Corporate
Banking department took part in a bespoke
training programme in conjunction with
Euromoney Learning Solutions. The
programme focused on Corporate Credit
Analysis and Financial Modelling training, and
provided the Relationship Managers within
the Corporate Banking team the skills and
knowledge to tackle the challenge of meeting
customer needs in an increasingly dynamic
macro environment.

Outlook
We approach 2017 with cautious optimism. We
will continue to focus on building upon existing
client relationships and selectively looking to
support new clients.
Quality assets through prudent lending criteria
and the continuous monitoring thereof will
once again be a key factor in us maintaining
margins and avoiding bad loans. We will
work on enhanced risk modelling solutions in
preparation for new Basel III and
IFRS 9 requirements.
Fee based income will be a focus and we
will seek to further increase support from our
customers for our online services.

www.ahlibank.com.qa

Our portfolio quality remains
very good despite challenging
market conditions which further
validates our risk ethos.
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International Banking

“

We have focussed on widening our geographical
investor base to diversify our funding mix and
support the next phase of the Bank’s growth.
To achieve this, we successfully launched our
EMTN programme, cemented our reputation with
international stakeholders and closed a club loan
deal with key relationship banks.
Trevor C. Bailey
Head of International Banking

“
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Funding our future
2016 represented a pivotal year in terms of
promoting and enhancing Ahlibank’s name
and reputation with high-class international
stakeholders and the execution of appropriate
stable funding commitments to assist with the
increased regulatory requirements facing the
banking industry as a whole.
In February 2016, we were delighted to be
assigned our debut Moody’s A2/Prime-1
credit ratings with a stable outlook. This
allowed us to establish our important
US$ 1.5 billion European Medium Term
Note (EMTN) Programme which provides
the Bank with a platform to access
diversified funding options.
The Ahlibank management team led by the
CEO undertook a highly successful International
Roadshow during March 2016, visiting
Singapore, Hong Kong, the UAE and London,
meeting potential investors to participate in
the Bank’s inaugural bond issue. We received
considerable interest with over 100 leading
institutions participating in the fundraising which
was 2.4 times oversubscribed. We issued
US$ 500 million five-year bonds with a fixed
coupon of 3.625%.
The final allocation gave us an extremely
healthy diversified investor base, represented
by the Middle East at 55%, Asia 20%, UK 15%,
Europe 6% and others 4%. This issue was
also assigned an A2 Moody’s rating with
stable outlook.
In September 2016, we closed a new three-year
US$ 195 million club loan facility with eight key
relationship banks.
International Banking continued to proactively
extend and increase the maturity profile of the

Bank’s funding despite challenging financial
markets. The priority has been to ensure that
the Bank is well-positioned to comply with
upcoming higher regulatory requirements,
whilst endeavouring to secure competitive
cost of funding.
Our activity focussed on underpinning the
Bank’s long-term stability, and ability to meet
future growth plans with the increasing Basel III
requirements, in particular Net Stable Funding
Ratio (NSFR) and Qatar Central Bank (QCB)
regulations.
As a trusted bank we adhere to the heightened
KYC/AML requirements and are inordinately
aware of our customers and their sources
of repayment, together with geographic and
sector exposures.

Local, regional and international
relationships
We continue to devote extensive time
enhancing the international reputation of
Ahlibank; building long-term partnerships with
key banks globally, stabilising our funding
sources and sharing the vision of the Bank
to our stakeholders locally, regionally and
internationally, thereby increasing awareness
and confidence.
Our correspondent partner banks are
fundamental in providing a virtual footprint
internationally as well as trusted endorsement
within the international financial community.
They also offer valuable global market insight.

Value addition through technology
To be the heart of the community means
to provide the best banking products and

27
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services for all our customers at all times,
regardless of channel. The synergies between
the International Banking Department and
other departments across the business have
successfully supported this vision, bringing a
range of new products and services to market,
accessible across the entire customer base.

Ahlibank’s EMTN Programme provides us with
an excellent platform to optimise our funding
strategy and it significantly enhanced the
funding mix of the Bank to provide secure,
predictable and stable funding to support our
customers, manage their businesses, and
invest in new projects.

We continue to promote and facilitate our
e-payment channels, and intend to capitalise
on this further in the coming years.

Through executing our plans and delivering
our commitments to our shareholders we will
solidify our position in the Qatari market and
this will set us on course to support the Bank
capitalising on future growth opportunities.

Funding collaboration
We work closely with the Treasury and
Investment Department in diversifying and
expanding the Bank’s funding sources. With
the absence of developed capital markets
locally, we are successfully finding alternative
sources to meet our NSFR and Liquidity
Coverage Ratio (LCR).
During the year we raised some significant
funding through a bond issue, new club loan
and by extending one of our important bilateral
credit facilities, in order to support ongoing
liquidity and facilitate prudent balance
sheet management.
Additionally, through strategic asset acquisition
in selected markets, we maintain a regular
income-stream which this year yielded good
fee income.

Outlook
2017 will also prove challenging in order
to efficiently manage our ongoing funding
requirements.
Our stakeholder relationships are strong, as we
continue to deliver on our strategic promises.

www.ahlibank.com.qa

We maintained strong relationships
with external rating agencies during
the course of the year and are
proud of our new Moody’s ratings
and reaffirmed Fitch ratings, a
testament to the measures put
in place to manage our liquidity,
capital adequacy and asset quality.
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Private Banking

“

We are committed to providing a market-leading
service to our discerning Private Banking
customers through expanding the range of
investment and banking products we offer,
coupled with investing in technology, service
enhancements and our Relationship Managers
who are the backbone of our proposition.
Hassan AlEfrangi
Deputy CEO—Retail and Private Banking

The Private Banking Department continued
its efforts this year to compete in the highly
competitive local market. This proactive
approach, along with our involvement in some
key investment opportunities, delivered a
solid performance in 2016 and underpins our
promise to provide the most personal Private
Banking experience available in the
Qatar market.

Positive performance
The Private Banking Department broadened
some of its activities to servicing clients’
investment needs inside and outside Qatar,

“

30

through better integrated activities between
the wide customer base in branches and the
services of Private Banking.
During the year, the Private Banking Department
expanded the product, offering to include
structured investment products, which are
customisable and can offer unique risk-return
profiles to meet customer investment objectives.
In line with the Bank’s strategic plan, we
improved non-interest income and managed
to significantly reduce operating costs,
implementing process simplification to offset
the impact of margin pressure.

www.ahlibank.com.qa

The overarching goal
of the Private Banking
team is to build strong
relationships with high
net worth customers to
support all their banking
and investment needs.
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Customer-driven
The local affluent community expects
the highest level service from Ahlibank
representatives. Furthermore, with more
complex investment opportunities being
brought to the Qatar market, our expertise in
these areas is highly sought-after.
As such, we continued to invest in our people,
ensuring the Private Banking team remained
equipped to provide outstanding Private
Banking service to its clients, through extensive
training and the certification of Private Banking
Relationship Managers.
Moreover, leveraging the in-house customer
relationships of Corporate Banking and
Retail Banking, we have been able to offer
Private Banking services to customers across
divisions. Our aim is to ensure Private Banking
customers have access to the products and
services that meet their changing needs using
the expertise of all our departments. This
collaborative team culture will continue to be
encouraged moving forward.

Outlook
Looking ahead, the bank will continue its
diversification drive, by further enhancing
the UK mortgage offering, with a focus on
the residential property market, which has
continued to witness strong demand and
growth, despite the looming
economic challenges.
Looking to the year ahead, we will continue to
grow our High Net Worth customer-base, as
well as deepening our existing relationships.

We will capitalise on our new product launches
and look to further expand our overall Private
Banking proposition to include new products
and services. This shift to a more balanced
model will align us with the Bank’s targets and
our long-term stakeholder commitments.
As a Bank seen to be at the heart of the
community, we take great pride in supporting
our local customers in understanding the
investment opportunities that are available
to them within Qatar, regionally and
internationally. As such, we will invest in
Relationship Managers and marketing efforts
and use clear communication to offer greater
support to our High Net Worth customers.
Our continued success in Private Banking
requires the development of long-term
relationships with High Net Worth customers
and continually ensuring their wealth
management needs are met by experienced
Relationship Managers.

www.ahlibank.com.qa
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Treasury and Investment

“

Ongoing diversification of our liquidity to
fund the growth aspirations of the Bank
remains our top priority. Our challenge has
been to broaden our horizons to meet our
long-term growth expectations. We continue
to make significant progress in this area and
we will maintain this focus as we build on
our achievements.
Head of Treasury and Investment

“
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The Gulf region, like many other parts of
the world, continues to be impacted by
the widespread challenges of the changing
economic climate. We focused our efforts
on counterbalancing these challenges which
presented us with exciting opportunities to
explore new avenues further afield.
Our successes supported the Bank in achieving
a solid financial position for the year-end and
opened the doors to developing this new
strategic direction to meet the long-term goals
of the Bank.

Collaboration for diversification
During 2016, the Treasury and Investment
Department, along with the International
Banking Department, continued at the forefront
of new initiatives to diversify the customer base
on the balance sheet.
This widening of the depositor base through
international relationships remains our primary
goal, and is a conscious change to help tackle
this new economic environment, one that we
will expand on further in the coming years.
Net Interest Income was significantly above
target in 2016. Investment profitability
performed positively and met our expectations.
A positive result given the overall state of the
markets globally.
A key role of the Treasury and Investment
Department is monitoring the Bank’s growth
and balance sheet against the Basel III ratio
requirements. With the phased implementation
of Basel III across the Qatar banking industry,
we have continued to work diligently to comply
with the rules in line with those set by the Qatar
Central Bank.

Currency review
The US dollar enjoyed a good year, climbing
against all other major currencies. The strength
in the US dollar was mainly due to improved
economic conditions in the United States, and
the prospect of interest rates rising in the year
ahead, whilst other major trading partners were
looking to reduce rates or maintain their low
interest rate environments.
Whereas the United States made great
headway in moving their economy forward and
is approaching a point where they may raise
interest rates, the United Kingdom is more
likely to maintain interest rates at low levels
as they begin negotiations for the departure
of the UK from the European Union, known
commonly as ‘Brexit’.
In Europe, the European Central Bank (ECB)
continues to maintain its quantitative easing
stance as a tool to encourage growth across
the continent and avoid deflation, thereby
minimising the pressure on the sovereign credit
markets of member nations. As a result, we
have seen the euro weaken by nearly 10%
in 2016.

Pursuing opportunities
Throughout the year, International, Corporate
and Retail Banking have broadened their
customer base and ultimately, the products
and solutions available to them. Through strong
collaborative efforts, we have supported each
department in finding bespoke solutions that
match their individual customers’ appetite
for risk and reward, opening the door to new
investment opportunities for our community.
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Around the world we have seen

governments in many developing

countries seek to stimulate economic
growth by increasing exports as

they become more competitive from

pro-active currency weakness. This has
been particularly noticeable in Asia.
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Outlook
The Qatar economy is robust, and the
Government remains committed to its spending
plans to achieve the Qatar National Vision
2030. Projects continue to move forward,
creating opportunities locally.
We will continue to work with the International
Banking Department to expand our
international relationships and increase our
customers as well as our fee-based revenue
streams, to satisfy customer needs, balance
sheet growth, as well as comply with the
international liquidity standards.
Technology will continue to be an integral
part of our proposition, supporting us in the
awareness and management of our liquidity
situation and we will look at further enhancing
our system capabilities to increase our
response and flexibility to key situations.
Oil prices are expected to remain subdued and
we will overcome the challenges these present
through proactive actions from our skilled
team that will further boost the stable banking
solutions offered by Ahlibank to our
local community.
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Information Technology

“

The 2017-2019 strategic plan for IT
is focussed on Digitisation, improved
Technology Risk Management, Scalability
and faster time to market. We are all excited
about this and are collaborating extensively
to make it happen.
Karthikeyan Subramanyam
Head of Information Technology

“
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Work on the IT Strategic Transformation
programme has commenced. The Programme
will build a strong back-office and fulfilment
capability for our customers, leveraging
contemporary technologies like Artificial
Intelligence and Robotic Process Automation. It
will also focus on the upgrade and overhaul of
critical core systems and the transformation of
the Data Centre infrastructure.
We further consolidated, centralised and
optimised the IT infrastructure in the branches,
resulting in improved resilience and superior
services at a lower cost.
Our focus and efforts to strengthen our
information security posture is relentless. We
successfully achieved the recertification for
ISO27001 and PCI DSS Global
Security Standards.
The new Lending System for Corporate Loans
and Customer Exposure Management has been
deployed, further improving our servicing, risk
management, and reporting in this area.
We upgraded our ATMs to accept cash deposits
and cheques, providing nonstop banking for
these services. Our Corporate-Online banking
channel now supports WPS salary payments
and gives our corporate customers a 24/7
capability to remit salaries.
We have driven through several IT cost
optimisation initiatives and continue to focus
on this to drive down costs while providing
best-in-class services to our customers.

Outlook
We will stay focussed on delivering the IT
Strategic Transformation Programme which will
set us apart in the arena of digital banking, and
provide us with a reliable and scalable
IT infrastructure.
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Human Resources

“

With our sights firmly set on becoming a
first-choice employer by 2018, we have
committed to the all-round development of
the Ahlibank team and to maintaining the
culture of excellence we have established.
Saad Al Kaabi
Head of Human Resources

Top talent is the foundation of our business and
we have made it our mission to attract, develop
and retain the right quality and quantity of
talented individuals needed to drive our
business forward.

Aligning the business
2016 presented a challenging business
environment and one that further encouraged
us to better align our business strategy with
our people objectives. Through this top-down
approach we have become a more transparent
bank, with every individual mindful of the value
they bring to achieving the overall business
goals.
This link between people and business
performance extended to the bottom line,
ensuring those who contributed to the success

“
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of the business through their assigned
objectives were suitably rewarded.
Despite the challenging conditions, our people
achieved more and were seen to be more
accountable and responsible for the delivery
of banking excellence through a deeper
commitment to their role in the business.

A Qatari bank
Throughout the year, our focus on achieving
key Qatarisation milestones continued. With
the Qatar National Vision 2030 driving our
philosophy, we continued to invest in top Qatari
talent and promotion from within.
Furthermore, the second Ahlibank Kawader
programme began, supporting young Qataris
build in-depth expertise in banking and finance.

www.ahlibank.com.qa
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The combination of transparency,

reward and development helped

nurture and retain our valuable

and talented employees.

www.ahlibank.com.qa

Building people managers
We believe our people perform at their best
when they are actively coached and mentored,
and that it is the line managers’ role to meet
this need.
Line managers are integral to the retention
of talented individuals, and we continued
to invest in resources that support our line
managers in becoming people experts. We
actively worked with line managers across the
business to assist them to motivate their teams
by pinpointing business issues that could be
symptoms of wider people related issues.
This increased focus on line managers further
opened the communication channels between
Human Resources and other business
departments.

Outlook
Investing in the right people skills can result
in significant cost savings. As a progressive
Human Resources department, we pride
ourselves on being able to contribute to the
bottom-line of the business through careful
cost management.
We will continue to work across the business to
initiate training and development programmes
that will contribute to the acquisition of
profitable business.
Our focus will be on upskilling our teams,
progressing our top talent, and pushing forward
our Qatarisation strategy.
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Corporate Social Responsibility

Our brand values came to life this year through our CSR initiatives. We listened to our community and
used our knowledge and experience to respond by producing products and delivering services that
genuinely met these needs.

Brand value - Inspired
During 2016, Ahlibank launched products with the community in mind. The Junior
Savings Account for children and the Payroll Card for employees both filled the needs
of two distinct and important demographic groups of our growing community.

Brand value - Considered
We continued to provide a stable banking experience which was validated by our
Moody’s rating at the beginning of the year. Additionally, we met our objective to diversify
our funding base and increase our visibility internationally through the completion of a
successful US$ 500 million debut fund raising in the international debt capital markets.

Brand value - Engaged
With growing concern over cyber threats, we led the way in releasing a series of cyber
awareness materials to educate and alert customers to the potential modern-day
dangers of cybercrime and tips on how to avoid becoming a victim.
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Our people
Throughout the year we invested first and
foremost in our people. In challenging markets,
it is our people that carry us through, bringing
their best to the table every day and delivering
outstanding service to our customers.
As such an integral part of the Bank, we
supported our people through external training
programmes and recognition events, showing
our commitment to develop our people and
recognise their dedication and achievements.

Outlook
Our CSR efforts will continue to support
The Qatar National Vision 2030 and the
development of people as well as our
community. Whether this be through ‘first in
Qatar products’ or internationally recognised
qualifications for our people, we will do all we
can to support our community in achieving the
Human Development pillar, of the vision we all
aspire to.

“

“

We started the year honouring our long-serving
employees and continued along this path
of ‘people first’, placing our employees and
customers at the forefront of our efforts.
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Risk Management

“

We operate in a risk based culture, deploying
a pragmatic approach to all levels of business
operations, which is vital for safeguarding
the banks’ assets and protecting the best
interests of our stakeholders.
Kareem M. Salem
Acting Chief Risk Officer

“
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Risk management involves the identification,
analysis, evaluation, acceptance, measurement,
control, and management of all financial and
nonfinancial risks that could have a negative
impact on the Bank’s performance and
reputation. The major risks associated with
Ahlibank’s business are credit risk, market risk,
which includes foreign exchange risk, interest
rate risk, equity price risk, liquidity risk, and
operational risk.

periodic oversight and guidance of the risk
management function. The Board of Directors
reviews and approves at least annually the
Bank’s key risk management policies. The
risk management processes are subject to
additional scrutiny by independent internal and
external auditors, and the Bank’s regulators,
with periodic reporting to the Risk and
Compliance Committee, which helps to further
strengthen risk management best practices.

Ahlibank’s risk management policies have been
developed to:

The risk management control process at
Ahlibank is based on detailed policies and
procedures that encompass:

•
•
•
•
•

ensure adherence to the regulator;
identify and analyse these risks;
set appropriate risk limits and controls;
identify different approval levels;
monitor the risks and adherence to limits;

The risk management function is not
responsible for the complete elimination
of risks that are typically embedded in any
banking business. Its primary objective is to
anticipate risks through set procedures and
measures, and minimise the impact of the
Bank’s exposure to that risk. Where the Bank
seeks to earn competitive returns over a degree
of assumed risk, the risk management function
reviews the Bank’s risk profile and risk appetite;
the risk is financially evaluated for its potential
impact on the Bank’s income and asset value,
taking into consideration changes in political,
economic, and market conditions.
The risk management function relies on the
competence, experience, and dedication of
its professional staff; risk management best
practices; sound policies and procedures; and
ongoing investment in technology and training.
The Board of Directors and Executive
Management Team are involved in the
establishment of all risk processes, and the

• Business line accountability for all
risks taken, whereby each business line is
responsible for developing a plan that includes
adequate risk/return parameters, as well as risk
acceptance criteria.
• A credit risk function that entails risk
identification, measurement, monitoring,
follow-up, and control of each credit
relationship. This ensures the correct approval
authorisations are obtained and a uniform risk
management standard, including risk ratings, is
followed and correctly assigned to each credit
relationship and product. All standards are in
line with business policies which are clearly
understood, monitored, and in agreement
with the overall credit policy and the Boardapproved risk framework.
• The ongoing assessment of portfolio credit
risk and approval parameters of new products,
leading to an integrated limit structure that
permits management to control exposures
and monitor the assumption of risk against
predetermined approved tolerances. The Board
of Directors establishes comprehensive limits
for each major type of risk, which are then
sub-allocated to individual lines of business
and to business units.
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The highlights of developments in the major
risk areas with respect to the business—
namely credit, market, liquidity, and operational
risks—are as follows:

Credit Risk
Credit risk is the risk of potential financial loss
due to failure of a counterparty to perform
according to agreed terms. It arises principally
from corporate, retail, and private banking
lending, trade finance, treasury, and investment
activities. The credit process is consistent
for all forms of credit risk to a single obligor.
Overall exposure is evaluated on an ongoing
basis to ensure broad diversification and the
mitigation of credit risk whereby potential risk
concentrations by country, product, industry,
and risk grade are regularly reviewed to
avoid excessive exposure and ensure broad
diversification.
Credit risk is actively managed by a rigorous
process from initiation to approval and
disbursement, with all day-to-day management
activities conducted in accordance with the
Bank’s well-defined Credit Policy & Procedures
(CP&P), and ensuring strict compliance with the
regulations of the Qatar Central Bank (QCB).
The Risk Management Department, in active
collaboration with the business lines sets,
reviews and modifies risk parameters to control
the overall risk profile of the portfolio. Negative
trends in portfolio quality are measured and
immediately addressed by reviewing and
modifying risk acceptance criteria or adjusting
risk structures.
The portfolio is actively monitored through a
series of focused risk reports defined in the
CP&P. These reports track a series of credit
problem indicators and monitor compliance

with borrower credit and collateral conditions.
The aggregate amount of non-performing
loans and advances to customers (excluding
performing loans under watch list) amounted to
QAR 223.45 million, which represents 0.82% of
total loans and advances to customers (2015:
QAR 301.68 million, 1.24% of total loans).
Risk Management activity is supervised at
executive level by the Credit Committee. This
Committee is responsible for:
• Approval of credit procedures;
• Approval of credit strategies and risk
approval criteria for retail products;
• Credit approval for corporate credit granting,
increasing and renewing. Within its authority
it can delegate approval authority to risk and
business officers;
• Approval of and annual renewal of country
limits;
• Recommending to the Executive Committee
risk policies and credit approvals outside of its
authority;
• Determining credit pricing and security
guidelines;
• Monitoring the portfolio risk profile of the
Bank, and recommending measures to address
any negative trend;
• Ensuring adequacy of impaired assets
provisions;
Ahlibank’s Risk Management Department
is responsible for the establishment of a
comprehensive credit risk culture within the
Bank’s various lines of business. Through
constant interaction with the business units
and training of staff on credit risk techniques,
the level of understanding of credit risk and
overall risk awareness has substantially
increased over the years.
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The Risk Management Department is
supporting the enhancement and development
of a series of tools and techniques, such
as rating models, scorecards, PD and LGD
calculators. These tools support credit risk
measurement and portfolio management.
Regular stress testing is performed in
compliance with QCB guidelines.
The Bank’s credit risk exposure is also closely
monitored with the aim of detecting any
early-warning signals in order to take timely
corrective action.

Market Risk
Ahlibank takes on exposure to market risk,
which is the risk that the fair value or future
cash flows of a financial instrument will
fluctuate because of changes in market prices.
Market risk arises from open positions in
interest rates, currency, and investments in
bonds and equities, and are monitored through
position limits. The Market Risk Department,
part of the Risk Management Department,
is responsible for monitoring the complex
of trading, dealer, interest rate, currency
and investment limits using quantitative risk
management techniques.
The Bank has limited appetite for proprietary
trading for own account and speculative
client trading.
The Bank calculates VaR using a one-day
holding period at a confidence level of 95%,
and, in compliance with QCB requirements,
VaR using a 10-day holding period at a
confidence level of 99%.

Liquidity Risk
Liquidity risk is the risk of being unable to
meet the Bank’s funding commitments without
having to raise funds at high cost or sell assets
on a forced basis. It is measured by estimating
the Bank’s funding requirements under different
stress testing scenarios.
The Bank’s liquidity management policies and
procedures are designed to ensure adequate
funding under all circumstances. For this
reason, in line with Basel III requirements, the
Bank monitors and reports the Liquid Coverage
Ratio (LCR) and the Net Stable Funding
Ratio (NSFR).These ratios assist in setting
appropriate liquid asset levels and defining
funding strategies. Market Risk regularly
produces stress tests for LCR and NSFR.
The Bank’s Treasury Department is responsible
for managing the liquidity position of the Bank
within the limits set by the Assets and Liability
Committee (ALCO) and monitored by
Market Risk.
ALCO exercises control over the Treasury
Department’s activities. It sets limits, approves
proposed funding strategies, and monitors the
Bank’s liquidity position. Through the ALCO
Risk reports, the Committee monitors
limit adherence.

Operational Risk
Operational risk refers to losses resulting
from the inadequacy or failure of internal
processes and systems or the materialisation
of adverse external events. The Bank maintains
an efficient operational risk management
framework to measure, monitor and mitigate
operational risks.
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The Bank annually performs Operational
Risk Self-Assessments (ORSA) for all main
processes with the aim of identifying and
subsequently finding mitigants for possible
new risks.
Operational incidents incurring in the course of
business are reported and analysed to identify
root causes and define corrective measures to
avoid repetition.
For important processes, Key Risk Indicators
(KRI) have been defined to monitor
performance in line with set objectives.
The Operational Risk Committee (ORC)
approves ORSAs, monitors KRIs and reviews
operational incidents with the aim of taking,
when needed, corrective measures such as
introducing new or modified controls.
The Bank’s Business Continuity Plan (BCP)
comprises extensive plans that are designed
to minimise business interruption arising from
internal and external disruptions such as
natural disasters or power failures. Our BCP is
tested periodically in line with
QCB requirements.
As part of BCP, the Bank has also put in place
a Disaster Recovery Plan (DRP) prescribing the
recovery process and the restoration of critical
computer systems, including the local area
network, database servers, internet, intranet,
and email in the event of an interruption caused
by a disaster.
In 2016, the essential functions of the BCP
and DRP were successfully tested to establish
adequate levels of preparation to face a
contingency scenario, thereby complying with
regulatory as well as auditing requirements.
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Guided by the strategic goals established

by the Board of Directors and the Executive
Management, the Risk Management

Department will structure its focus to adhere
to the four pillars of the aforementioned

goals, for long-term value creation.These are:
1)

Maintain quality assets

3)

Ensure strongly structured liquidity and

2)

4)

Focus on return and not size

funding to support balance sheet growth
Incorporate efficiency in operations and

cost management.
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Corporate Governance
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Dear Shareholders of Ahlibank QSC,
Greetings,
This Corporate Governance report is prepared based on the Corporate Governance Code for
Shareholding Companies Listed on the Primary Market, issued by Qatar Financial Markets Authority
(QFMA) on 9 March 2015 ("Governance Code") and the Instructions issued by Qatar Central Bank
in its circular no. (68/2015) dated on 26 July 2015 ("Governance Instructions") which defined
governance as a system of relationships between the bank’s management, Board of Directors,
shareholders and other stakeholders, and sets a clear mechanism through which goals are
developed as well as the means to realise such goals, and performance monitoring. Also, governance
determines powers and the decision-making process.
In general, the system of Corporate Governance in Ahlibank is intended to maintain the rights of
shareholders, provide equal treatment for each of them, protect the interests of small shareholders
and focus on disclosure of information and ensure its transparency as well as setting the duties and
responsibilities of the Board of Directors.
Article (31) of the Governance Code requires that companies shall release an annual report about
Corporate Governance, therefore we are pleased to provide you herewith the annual report of the
Corporate Governance of Ahlibank for 2016.
Sincerely,
Faisal Bin Abdulaziz Bin Jassem Al-Thani
Chairman and Managing Director
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Part I: Corporate Governance disclosures according to Governance
Instructions
Board of Directors:
First: Constitution of the Board
The Board consists of eight members1 . The membership term is for three years and may be
renewable. Six members shall be chosen by election, while Qatar Foundation for Education, Science
and Community Development appoints two members to represent it on the Board, and the ninth
member shall be appointed by the Board as an independent member. The existing Board consists of
the following members:

Name

Ownership of
shares position

Election /
Appointment

End of
tenure

Status2

Sheikh Faisal Bin Abdulaziz Bin Jassem Al-Thani

Chairman & Managing
Director

2014

2017

Non-Executive

2014

2017

Executive

2015

2017

Independent

2014

2017

Non-Executive

He has been serving on the Board of Ahlibank since
2005, and as Chairman of the Board since 2011.
Holder of a Bachelor of Finance, Suffolk University,
Boston, United States of America

He owned (2,020,269) shares
as at December 31, 2016

Sheikh Nasser Bin Ali Bin Saud Al-Thani

Deputy Chairman

He has been serving on the Board of Ahlibank since
1997 and has been the Deputy Chairman since 2013.
He is currently the Chairman and Managing Director of
Qatar General Insurance and Re-Insurance Company.
He is also a Board Member of Trust Bank (Algeria),
Trust Insurance Company (Algeria), Trust Insurance
Company (Libya), Trust Investment, Oman Reinsurance,
Jordanian Expatriates Investment Holding, World Trade
Centre (Qatar), Al-Sari Trading Company (Qatar) and
General Contracting Company (GENCO) (Qatar). He
holds a bachelor’s degree in Business Administration.

He owned (2,037,110) shares
as at December 31, 2016

Sheikh Fahad Bin Falah Bin Jassem Al-Thani

Board Member

He has been serving on the Board of Ahlibank
since 2015. Holder of Bachelor of Finance - George
Washington University, United States of America;

He represents Al Maha
Capital, which owns
(3,734,124) shares. He
personally did not own any
shares as at December 31,
2016.

Sheikh Jassem Bin Mohammed Bin Hamad AlThani
He has been serving on the Board of Ahlibank since
2014, and he is a Board Member of Mohamed
Bin Hamad Holding Company (Qatar). He holds a
bachelor’s degree in Business Administration from
Plymouth University in London, United Kingdom.

Board Member
He owned (2,020,264) shares
as at December 31, 2016.
He represents Trans Orient
Establishments, which owns
(2,020,264) shares

The ninth member will be added to the Board in accordance with the requirements of Governance Instructions, and the Bank’s Articles of Association have been amended accordingly.
The status of the Executive Members is determined based on their membership of the Executive Committee, and based on the definition of “Non-Executive Members” in the Governance Instructions.

1
2
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Name

Ownership of
shares position

Election /
Appointment

End of
tenure

Status2

Mr. Ahmed Abdulrahman Nasser Fakhro

Board Member

2014

2017

Executive

He has been serving on the Board of Ahlibank since
1995. He is a Board Member of Qatar Cinema and
Film Distribution Company, Doha. He previously held
the position of Plenipotentiary Ministerial Envoy at the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Doha.

He owned (5,716,070) shares
as at December 31, 2016.

Mr. Victor Nazeem Rida Agha

Board Member

2014

2017

Executive

He has been serving on the Board of Ahlibank since
2005. He is currently the General Director of Al-Sadd
Travel Agency, Qatar and Al-Sadd Exchange Company,
Qatar. He is a Board Member of Doha Insurance
Company and Al-Majda Real Estate Investment
Company and was formerly a Board Member of Al
Sadd Sports Club (Doha, Qatar).

He represents Al-Majda Real
Estate Investment Company,
which own (2,100,000) shares.
He did not personally own
any shares as at December
31, 2016.

Sheikh Faisal Bin Thani Bin Faisal Al-Thani

Board Member
He did not personally own
any shares as at December
31, 2016.

Upon a written
notification
from Qatar
Foundation
for Education,
Science and
Community
Development

Independent

He has been serving on the Board of Ahlibank since
2014. He is currently the Chief Investment Officer of
Qatar Foundation Endowment, a Board Member of
Bharti Airtel Ltd, a Board Member of Nakilat and a
Board Member of Qatar Insurance Company. Holder
of Bachelor of Business Administration - Marymount
University, Virginia, USA, and an Executive Masters in
Business Administration from HEC Paris.

He was
appointed in
March 2014.
He represents
Qatar
Foundation
for Education,
Science and
Community
Development,
which owns
(56,124,568)
shares
accounting for
29.4% of the
Bank’s share
capital as at
December 31,
2016

Mr. Fahed Sadd Al-Qahtani

Board Member

He was
appointed in
March 2014.
He represents
Qatar
Foundation
for Education,
Science and
Community
Development,
which owns
(56,124,568)
shares
accounting for
29.4% of the
Bank’s share
capital as at
December 31,
2016

Upon a written
notification
from Qatar
Foundation
for Education,
Science and
Community
Development

Independent

He has been serving on the Board of Ahlibank since
2014. He is currently the President of Community
Development for Qatar Foundation for Education,
Science and Community Development. He is also
a Board Member of Siemens (Qatar), Astad Project
Management, Mazaya Qatar Real Estate Development,
Amlak and Tornado. He holds a bachelor’s degree
in Engineering Management from the University of
Hertfordshire in Hatfield, United Kingdom.

He did not personally own
any shares as at December
31, 2016.
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Second: Functions and Authorities of the Board
A.
The Board shall carry out its duties and responsibilities according to its charter "The Board
Charter". The main functions and authorities of the Board are set out below:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Provide, develop and re-evaluate the work strategies, objectives and policies, and approve,
supervise and review the internal control systems.
Approve, evaluate and develop the Bank’s organisational structure, and determine the
functions, competences, duties and responsibilities.
Form committees; set up their works programmes and determine their powers, duties and
responsibilities; delegate the powers of decision taking, determine the powers of signature on
behalf of the Bank and transfer of money.
Evaluate the current and future risks to which the bank may be exposed; adopt risk policies
and comply with their procedures.
Supervise the implementation of and evaluate and develop the programmes and procedures
of work.
Appoint and supervise the internal control functions and ensure they remain fair and
independent.
Nominate and contract with an External Auditor with high efficiency and competency, and to
determine his fees.
Review the reports of Executive Management, Internal Audit and External Audit, and approve
the final accounts of the Bank.
Verify the validity and credibility of the financial statements, final account of the Bank and the
results of the Bank's business, and uphold the rights of depositors and shareholders.
Ensure transparency and openness in disclosing all significant matters that affect the
performance of the Bank; the results of the Bank's business; and the obligations and
transactions of relevant parties as well as all interrelated interests.
Support and clarify the Corporate Governance values and rules of professional conduct by
adopting the policies and rules of Corporate Governance.
Organise the nomination process of Board Members in a transparent manner, and disclose
information related to the nomination procedures of the shareholders.
Carry out any duties or responsibilities, which the Board sees as necessary in order to
achieve the Bank’s objectives.

B.
In addition to the foregoing, the non-executive Board Members shall pay special attention to
the following duties:
1.
2.
3.

Ensure compliance with giving priority to the Bank’s interests and its shareholders in matters
that may lead to conflict of interests between the Bank and relevant parties.
Express an independent opinion about the strategies and policies of the bank, evaluate the
Bank’s performance, and assess the adequacy and quality of human resources in the Bank
as well as the approved labour standards.
Observe the Bank’s performance in achieving its objectives and goals; review the periodical
performance reports and provide skills, experiences, specialisations and qualifications to serve
the best interests of the Bank and its shareholders.
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4.
Supervise and develop the Corporate Governance rules, procedures, and applications
in the Bank.
C.
The Board shall be mainly responsible towards the shareholders, other parties, Qatar Central
Bank, Qatar Financial Markets Authority, Qatar Stock Exchange and other official authorities in
the state.
D.
It shall be noted that there is a separation of responsibilities between the positions of
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, and two different persons assume these positions.
E.
The Board shall hold at least six meetings per year according to Article (34) of the Bank’s
Articles of Association. According to Article (35), all Board meetings shall be held upon a notice
issued from the Chairman or from his deputy in case of the absence of the Chairman. The Board shall
be convened upon a request of two Board Members. The invitation for the Board meeting shall be
addressed to each Board Member to his address set forth in the Bank's records at least 15 days prior
to the date of the planned meeting. The request shall set out date, time and place of meeting, while
the notice shall provide a brief description for the planned agenda during the meeting. In this respect,
the Board convened seven (7) times in 2016.
F.
The Board has a Board Secretary, whose functions include recording, coordinating, and
maintaining the minutes of all the Board’s meetings and reports submitted by or to the Board, and
providing them to the Board Members when needed. Under the direction of the Chairman, the Board
Secretary shall distribute information and coordinate among the Board Members and the Board and
the other stakeholders. It shall be noted that the Secretary is holder of a Bachelor of Law, and have
over 15 years’ legal experience. He held several senior positions in local and international companies
working as a legal counsel and as secretary of the Board of Directors. In addition, he attended several
courses related to his job as the Board Secretary.
Third: other functions and duties of the Board
A.
The Board Members shall have immediate and full access to information, documents and
bank-related records.
B.
The General Assembly must be attended by the Board Members, including Chairman of the
Board committees, and the invitation is sent to Companies Control Department at the Ministry of
Economy and Commerce, Qatar Central Bank, External Editor, Qatar Financial Markets Authority,
Qatar Stock Exchange, and key employees in the Bank, such as Chief Executive Officer, his deputies,
Head of Internal Audit and others.
C.
The Board of Directors charter is distributed annually to new and existing board Members
with the purpose of ensuring their understanding of the operation of the bank and fully recognising
their responsibilities. This manual shall include the following:
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S/N

Subject

S/N

Subject

1

The Bank’s Memorandum and Articles of Association

7

Functions and powers of Executive Management
committees

2

Qatar Central Bank Law

8

Personal Account Dealing policy

3

Governance Code (Qatar Central Bank)

9

Whistle-blowing policy and procedures

4

Governance Instructions (Qatar Financial Markets
Authority)

10

Conflict of Interests policy

5

Authorities and duties of the Board

11

Governance Policy

6

Authorities and Duties of the Board committees

D.
In General, the Board Members shall have qualifications and adequate knowledge and
expertise that enable them to perform their supervisory functions and shall have the ability to provide
professional contribution with regard to strategies, operational activities, risk assessment and
management, compliance with laws and their executive regulations, accountability, financial reports
and communications. The Board Members shall devote enough time to perform their responsibilities
towards the Bank.
E.
Every Board Member shall perform its duties with due diligence and loyalty and shall comply
with institutional authority as defined in the relevant laws and regulations, including Corporate
Governance Code issued by the Qatar Financial Markets Authority and the Board of
Directors Manual.
F.
All Board Members shall always work on the basis of clear information and with good faith
and the diligence required for serving the best interests of the Bank and all its shareholders.
G.
All Board Members shall work effectively to comply with their responsibilities towards
the Bank.
H.
The Bank's Articles of Association include clear measures to dismiss the Board Members
in case of absence from the Board meetings. Article (33) of the Bank's Articles of Association
stipulates that "If a Board member is absent from three consecutive meetings of the Board or four
non-consecutive meetings without an excuse accepted by the Board, such Board Member shall be
deemed resigned."
Fourth: the Board meetings and attendance3
A.
The table below clarifies the percentage of attendance of the Board Members in the seven
Board meetings in 2016:
§

Absence was always for reasons acceptable to the Board, given that absent members appointed other members to represent them.
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Name

Position

Attendance

Sheikh Faisal Bin Abdulaziz Bin Jassem Al-Thani

Chairman and Managing Director

7/7

Sheikh Nasser Bin Ali Bin Saud Al-Thani

Deputy Chairman

7/7

Sheikh Fahad Bin Falah Bin Jassem Al-Thani

Board Member

5/7

Sheikh Jassem Bin Mohammed Bin Hamad Al-Thani

Board Member

7/7

Mr. Ahmed Abdulrahman Nasser Fakhro

Board Member

7/7

Mr. Victor Nazeem Rida Agha

Board Member

5/7

Sheikh Faisal Bin Thani Bin Faisal Al-Thani

Board Member

7/7

Mr. Fahed Sadd Al-Qahtani

Board Member

6/7

Fifth: the main issues reviewed by the Board and issue decisions thereon in 2016
A.
Approve the interim financial statements
B.
Approve a term loan of US$ 195 million for the Bank
C.
Approve the necessary arrangements to issue US$ 500 million European Medium Term
Notes (“EMTN”)
D.
Different resolutions related to the Bank›s operations, policies and strategies.
Sixth: total remuneration paid to the Board Members:
The total remuneration paid to the Board Members are:
A- An amount of QAR 12,120,000 for the year 2015 paid during 2016.
B- An amount of QAR 3,360,000 for attendance allowance and membership of the committees and
other allowances for the year 2016.
Seventh: the Board's committees
The Board delegated part of its powers to a number of committees, which are:
A- The Audit Committee
The Audit Committee is composed of three members:

Name

Position

Attendance

Status

Mr. Fahed Sadd Al-Qahtani

Chairman

4/4

Independent

Sheikh Jassem Bin Mohammed Bin Hamad Al-Thani

Member

2/4

Non-Executive

Sheikh Fahad Bin Falah Bin Jassem Al-Thani

Member

4/4

Independent
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Authorities and Duties of the Audit Committee:
Duties:
1.
Consider recommendations, make necessary recommendations to the Board with regard
to appointing the external auditors, determine Audit fees, evaluate the external auditor in terms of
qualifications, experience, resources, independence, objectivity, effectiveness, and respond to any
questions in order to terminate a contract of the external auditors or dismiss them.
2.
Review the financial statements before submitting them to the Board, with focus on
the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Any changes in accounting policies and procedures.
Significant amendments resulting from the Audit.
Compliance with accounting standards.
Compliance with the instructions of Qatar Central Bank and Qatar Financial Markets Authority.
Compliance with legal and regulatory requirements applicable in the state.

3.
Discuss problems and reservations arising from the interim and final audits, and any other
matters the committee needs to discuss with the external auditors.
4.
Review the contents of regular reports required or prepared by regulatory authorities, and
then respond to these reports by the Bank.
5.
Review the adequacy and completion of the plan and scope of Internal Audit, ensure
coordination between the internal and external auditors and make sure that the internal audit process
has sufficient and effective resources to carry out its responsibilities on an annual basis.
6.
Review the adequacy and completion of the Risk Management Plan and provide adequate
resources to meet its annual plan.
7.
Consider the results of Internal Audit and Compliance and Risk reports, along with any
special reports required for the purposes of work, particularly with regard to high-risk observations,
and executive management›s responses, and follow up the implementation of the scheduled points
within the prescribed deadline.
8.
Review of policies and procedures developed by the executive management to apply the
instructions of Regulatory authorities, instructions of anti-money-laundering and requirements of
financial reports.
9.

Review the scope of Internal Audit department.

10.
The Committee shall submit to the Board any issue related to its scope of work or the
Committee deems necessary in order to inform the Board or take the appropriate decision by
the Board.
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B- Risk and Compliance Committee
The Risk and Compliance Committee is composed of three members:

Name

Position

Attendance

Status

Sheikh Faisal Bin Abdulaziz Bin Jassem Al-Thani

Chairman

3/3

Non-Executive

Mr. Ahmed Abdulrahman Nasser Fakhro

Member

3/3

Executive

Mr. Victor Nazeem Rida Agha

Member

2/3

Executive

Responsibilities and Competences of the Committee:
1.
Review the scope of risk and compliance functions and authorities and duties of directors of
these departments.
2.
Make sure that there are policies in place to manage all types of risk faced by the Bank and
ensure the compatibility of these policies with applicable legal and regulatory requirements and the
effectiveness of the Internal Control System and Risk Management.
3.
Review the reports submitted by the Risk Management and review steps taken to assess,
monitor and control credit, operational and market risks.
4.
Review the adequacy and completion of the Compliance Plan, including training on
compliance, monitoring and reporting, and provide adequate resources for the compliance function in
order to meet its annual plan on an annual basis.
5.

Consider any matters referred by the Board to the Committee.

6.
Make recommendation to the Board and present such recommendation to the Board
for obtaining approval over the resignation or dismissal of the Head of Internal Audit, Head of
Compliance and Head of Risk Management and their employees.
7.
Evaluate the performance of Head of Internal Audit, Head of Compliance and Head of Risk
Management, and approve their salaries and allowances and other matters pertaining to the salaries
of all employees working in these departments (Subject to the applicable directives of the Bank with
regard to the policies of salaries and remuneration).
8.
Review arrangements that enable employees, with confidence, to report concerns about
possible violations in the financial reports or other important issues along with making sure of the
necessary arrangements are in place to manage an independent and appropriate investigation into
such matters.
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9.
The Committee shall submit to the Board any issue related to its scope of work or the
Committee deems necessary in order to inform the Board or take the appropriate decision by
the Board.
C- Governance, Nominations and Remuneration Committee
The Governance, Nomination and Remuneration Committee is composed of three members:

Name

Position

Attendance

Status

Sheikh Faisal Bin Abdulaziz Bin Jassem Al-Thani

Chairman

3/3

Non-Executive

Sheikh Faisal Bin Thani Bin Faisal Al-Thani

Member

2/3

Independent

Mr. Ahmed Abdulrahman Nasser Fakhro

Member

3/3

Executive

Responsibilities and Competences of the Committee:
The Governance, Nomination and Remuneration Committee is composed of three members:
1.
Study, prepare and develop strategies, polices, systems, plans and budgets based on the
directives of the Board.
2.
Approve the general structure of the system of remuneration, incentives and advantages
in accordance with the Bank's Articles of Association, Qatar Central Bank guidelines and the
Governance System.
3.
Approve systems, procedures and controls for granting remuneration and allowances and
update them, where necessary.
4.
Make recommendation to the Board about the total amount of bonuses and remuneration
based on the annual performance evaluation.
5.
Make recommendation to the Board of Directors about remuneration, allowances of the
Board Members and the Board's committees.
6.
Determine the bonuses and remuneration paid to the CEO and his deputies in accordance
with the annual performance evaluation system and to the Head of Audit Department, Head of
Compliance and Head of Risk Management.
7.
Carry out any other responsibilities delegated to the Committee by the Board in order to
achieve the goals of the Bank.
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Responsibilities of the Committee shall include:
1.

Approve the opening and closing dates for nomination for Board membership.

2.

Receive nomination requests for Board membership.

3.
Evaluate nominees for Board membership based on the principle of fitness suitability
and qualification.
4.
When the evaluation is completed, the Committee shall submit the results of evaluation and
its recommendation to the Board, which in turn will notify the Qatar Central Bank along with a list of
nominees with the personal questionnaire of the nominee and the remaining documents and papers
required two weeks prior to the convocation of the General Assembly meeting. The list sent to the
Qatar Central Bank shall be signed by the Chairman of the Board.
5.
Nominate the Chairman and Members of the Board Committees, taking into account the
nature of committee functions and appropriateness of member to the Committee’s work.
6.

Review the membership of the Board Committees, when required.

The Committee shall meet three (3) times in a year. The Chairman of the Committee or his
representative may invite the Committee to convene whenever necessity arises. The Committee held
three (3) meetings during 2016.
The Committee has adopted a remuneration policy for the bank.
D- Executive Committee:
The Executive Committee consists of three members who are:

Name

Position

Status4

Sheikh Nasser Bin Ali Bin Saud Al-Thani

Chairman

Executive

Mr. Ahmed Abdulrahman Nasser Fakhro

Member

Executive

Mr. Victor Nazeem Rida Agha

Member

Executive

The determination of the status of members of the Executive Committee as Executive Members is in accordance with the definition of «Non- Executive Member» contained in the list of definitions of
Governance Instructions. «Executive Member is a member of the Board of Directors who is not a member of any committee, whose works are associated with executive functions in the bank, including but
not limited to the Facilities Committee, Investment Committee, and Treasury, or any other executive committees.»
4
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Responsibilities and Duties of the Committee:
1.
Manage and operate the Bank’s affairs according to the Annual Budget, Business Plan, and
instructions related to the financial, administrative, operational, and credit policies approved by the
Board from time to time.
2.
Exercise authority delegated to the Committee by the Board with regard to granting,
renewing, and following up credit and investing and employing the funds which value exceeds the
powers of the Executive Management.
3.
Approve various systems and banking products, plans and budgets within the policies
approved by the Board.
4.
Assume any other responsibilities entrusted to the Committee by the Board in order to
achieve the objectives of the Bank.
The Committee meets at the request of its Chairman or Chief Executive Officer or the Board
whenever necessary. The Committee issues its written resolutions without a meeting.
E- Tender Committee
The Tenders Committee consists of three members who are:

Name

Position

Sheikh Faisal Bin Abdulaziz Bin Jassem Al-Thani

Chairman

Sheikh Nasser Bin Ali Bin Saud Al-Thani

Member

Mr. Ahmed Abdulrahman Nasser Fakhro

Member

Responsibilities and powers of the Committee:
1.

Receive bids, procurement offers and have them minuted.

2.
Consider the offers of sale or purchase of properties and lands owned by the Bank or the
Bank desires to own and make the necessary recommendations thereon to the Board.
3.
Review and approve the administrative, financial and technical requirements for all tenders
and auctions.
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4.
Consider and decide on tenders and purchase orders that exceed QAR 400,000, if they
are budgeted.
5.
Consider and decide on tenders and purchase orders that exceed QAR 200,000, if they
are unbudgeted.
6.
Approve the Committees authorised by the Tender Committee to open the bids and tenders
submitted thereto.
7.
When making recommendation to an accreditation body, the Committee is entitled not
to adhere to the lowest price submitted thereto. In this case, the Committee shall disclose its
justification within its recommendation submitted to the accreditation body.
The Committee meets at the request of its Chairman or Chief Executive Officer or the Board
whenever necessary. The Committee issues its written resolutions without a meeting.
Senior Management of the Bank

Name

5
6

1- Salah Jassem Murad

Chief Executive Officer
He did not own any shares in the Bank as at 31-12-2016

2- Mahmoud Malkawi

Senior Deputy CEO Corporate Banking
He did not own any shares in the Bank as at 31-12-2016

3- Mahalingam Shankar

Deputy CEO Finance, Operations and Technology
He did not own any shares in the Bank as at 31-12-2016

4- Hassan AlEfranji

Deputy CEO Retail and Private Banking
He did not own any shares in the Bank as at 31-12-2016

5- Mohamed Al Namla

Deputy CEO Business Support Services
He did not own any shares in the Bank as at 31-12-2016

6- Mohamed Ouf

Executive Manager of Legal
He did not own any shares in the Bank as at 31-12-2016

7- Saad Al-Kaabi

Head of Human Resources
He did not own any shares in the Bank as at 31-12-2016

8- Graeme Coulson5

Head of Treasury and Investment
He did not own any shares in the Bank as at 31-12-2016

9-

Head of International Banking
He did not own any shares in the Bank as at 31-12-2016

Trevor Bailey

10- Kareem Salem6

Acting Chief Risk Officer
He did not own any shares in the Bank as at 31-12-2016

11- Zakaria Abedraboh

Head of Compliance
He did not own any shares in the Bank as at 31-12-2016

12- Johny AlKhoury

General Counsel and Board Secretary
He did not own any shares in the Bank as at 31-12-2016

13- Maher Barakat

Head of Internal Audit
He did not own any shares in the Bank as at 31-12-2016

Mr. Graeme Coulson resigned from the bank by end of December 2016 and the bank is looking to hire a replacement.
Mr. Kareem Salem was appointed acting Chief Risk Officer (“CRO”) until a replacement CRO is appointed, after the CRO Hans Broekhuisen resigned.
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The total Bonus paid to the Senior Management for 2015, which has been paid during 2016,
amounted to QAR 5,916,097.
1- Shareholding distribution according to nationality (According to the records of Qatar Central
Securities Depository as at 31/12/2016)
Ahlibank is a 100% Qatari owned bank. The shareholding of major shareholders in the Bank is
distributed as follows:

Main Shareholders (10% and more)
Qatar Foundation for Education,
Community Development.

Science

Qatar Holding.

and

Classification

Nationality

Number of
shares

Shareholding
Percentage

Government Related

Qatari

56,124,568

29.4

Government Related

Qatari

33,671,137

17.6

2- Shareholding distribution according to number of shareholders

Number of Shares

Number of
Shareholders

Governmental Private

Shareholding
Percentage

More than one million

33

2

31

83.28

500,000 to million

11

0

11

4.16

250,000 to 500,000

26

0

26

4.91

100,000 to 250,000

42

1

41

3.46

Less than 100,000

810

0

810

4.19

3- Legal Structure of the Bank

Name
Ahlibank (Q.S.C.)

Qatari Shareholding Company
(The Bank was established under a decree No. (40) of
the year 1983 dated on 16/6/1983. The Bank started
activity on 4/8/1984. The Bank is licensed to practice
banking business by Qatar Central Bank under license
No.: SL/ 13/1984)

Ahli Brokerage Company LLC

A wholly owned subsidiary of Ahlibank QSC.
(Ahli Brokerage Company was established with a capital
of (50) million Qatari riyals. The company is approved
by Qatar Central Bank and is licensed from the Qatar
Financial Markets Authority (QFMA) and is a member of
Qatar Stock exchange. The company started operation
on 24/7/2011 in the trading of financial securities)
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Name
ABQ Finance Limited

A wholly owned subsidiary of Ahlibank QSC.
A company registered in the Cayman Islands and which
purpose is to issue the European Medium Term Notes
(“EMTN”)

Corporate Governance of the Bank
Ahlibank seeks to comply with applying the Governance Instructions issued by the Qatar Central
Bank and all requirements of Corporate Governance, taking into account the international standards
and practices followed in the field of Corporate Governance. The Bank particularly has been
committed to the requirements and rules of disclosure applicable in Qatar Stock Exchange and Qatar
Financial Markets Authority. At the time of this report, the Bank has not committed any material
violation of the legal and regulatory requirements which may affect its financial position.
The Bank has Corporate Governance policy related to other internal policies, forming a
comprehensive system of Corporate Governance. These policies include, without limitation:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Compliance Policy
Conflict of Interest Policy
Code of Professional Ethics and Practices
Whistle-blowing Policy and Procedures
Fraud Prevention Policy and Procedures

Auditors
The Auditor of the Bank shall be nominated by the Board during the General Assembly meeting, after
obtaining the approval of Qatar Central Bank in order to appoint the Auditor for a maximum period of
five years as per Qatar Central Bank regulations. The re-appointment of the External Auditor shall be
considered only after two years of last appointment.
Chapter Six of the Bank's Articles of Association determines the mechanism of appointing the
Auditor and its duties and rights to review, at any time, the books, records, and documents of the
company, and to attend the meetings of the General Assembly and express its opinion regarding
the Audit. It should be noted that the Auditor of the Bank for the financial year ending December 31,
2016 is Deloitte and their fees for that year amounted to QAR 475,000. The Audit Committee has the
responsibility to discuss the Auditor's report and make its recommendations in this regard to
the Board.
The Auditor shall be fully independent and shall attend the meetings of the General Assembly of the
Bank. As instructed by Qatar Central Bank, the Bank shall not proceed with any financial transactions
or provide any facilities to the Auditor or its employees or members of their families to avoid any
conflict of interest.
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Internal Control
The Bank follows an Internal Control System approved by the Board. The Board and the senior
management shall participate in approving all policies and methods to address the risks. The Risk
Management department shall make its recommendations under the supervision of the Risk and
Compliance Committee. These recommendations are reviewed by the Board, which adopts the main
risk management policies at least once every year.
The Risk Management department shall identify, analyse, evaluate, accept, measure, manage, and
control all financial and non-financial risks that may have a negative impact on the performance and
reputation of the Bank. The main risks associated with the business of Ahlibank are represented in
the credit, operational, and market risks, which include foreign currency exchange, interest rates,
stock prices, and liquidity, in addition to the operational risks and reputation-related risks.
The Credit Committee shall follow up and monitor the daily management process of the Credit Risk.
Moreover, the Bank is committed to applying the Basel II and Basel III Guidelines related to the
calculation of the capital adequacy according to the schedule prepared by the Basel Committee
and the Qatar Central Bank. The credit exposures that indicate the presence of material problems
and failure in payment shall be entrusted to the Special Assets Department, where these cases are
followed up through monthly and periodic reports.
The Bank, as part of the conservative policy for managing the market risks, applies conservative
limits and restrictions in order to harmonise with the investment and trading portfolio and to be
compatible with the business development needs and market conditions.
The Operational Risk Committee approves on an annual basis the self-assessment process for the
operational risks arising to execute the various banking businesses in the Bank. The Committee shall
conduct a periodic follow-up and provide the appropriate controls, if necessary, in light of the nature
and quality of these risks and their frequency and causes.
In case of disasters, the Recovery Plan and Business Continuity Plan is audited by an independent
External Auditor and the Qatar Central Bank.
The Asset-Liability Committee of the Bank, which regularly holds its meetings over the year, shall be
responsible for complying with and following up the approved liquidity policy.
The Bank adopts the principle of three-level defence against various risks:
The first level of defence: This level is represented in various departments that define the risks and
submit reports thereon;
The second level of defence: This level includes the Risk Management Department, Compliance
Department and Legal Department, according to their authorities and duties, to mitigate the risks
which fall within their powers. These departments ensure that the Bank carries out its activities within
the appropriate risk limits and ensure compliance with the applicable legal and
regulatory requirements.
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The Risk and the Compliance departments issue periodical reports to the Risk and Compliance
Committee of the Board.
The third level of defence: This level includes the Internal Audit Department, which carry out
periodic review and evaluation to ensure the efficiency of internal controls. This department shall
submit periodic reports of its activities to the Audit Committee of the Board.
Related-party transactions
The Bank has a clear policy for dealing with related party transactions and conflict of interest through
the Bank's policy approved by the Board of Directors. This policy includes the following subjects:
1- Policy of dealing with personal account: This policy explains the concept of disclosure and
undertaking in the trading of investment activities (through a form prepared for this purpose). It
also details the rules and procedures for trading in such activities in addition to the available and
named practices and periods of banning trading for the Board, Executive Management and the
Bank's employees. The policy also includes records of those having access, and which is under the
responsibility of the Head of Compliance.
2- Whistle-blowing Policy and Procedures: This policy adopts the principle of "Whistle-blowing"
in the event of any prohibited, illegal or non-professional practices, and also provides full protection
for the employee who raised any allegations. Based on this policy, the Bank has an Independent
Committee to study the cases of prohibited practices and take the disciplinary action in that regard,
which may lead to dismissal from the position held. The policy also includes standards of compliance
with good corporate governance, ethics, integrity and credibility that should be followed in practicing
the banking business. It also involves the prohibited, non-legal, non-professional practices that lead
to misconduct and misbehaviour. These practices include conflict of interest practices between the
employee and the Bank or the customer, or any other parties.
3- Commercial Companies Law: The Bank is committed to applying the provisions of the
Commercial Companies Law, which describes matters that should be followed in case of presence
of any interests, whether directly or indirectly, of the Chairman or any Board Member or one of the
Directors in contracts, projects and arrangements which are concluded with the Bank (Through a
disclosure form prepared for this purpose).
4- Instructions of Qatar Central Bank: All facilities granted to the Chairman and the Board
Members and their families and relatives shall be presented to the Board of Directors in each meeting
to make sure that these transactions were conducted in accordance with the limits and controls set
by the Qatar Central Bank.
5- Code of professional ethics and practices: The code obligates all employees not to use any
internal information for personal interest to avoid conflict of interests. The signature of all employees
on this Charter means their knowledge and compliance therewith.
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6- Staff Manual: The Manual includes prohibited acts by employees, whether inside the Bank or with
any parties outside the Bank, that may lead to a conflict of interest. In addition, Chapter Eleven of this
Regulation explains the disciplinary procedures and sanctions imposed in this regard.
7- Communication Policy: This Policy shows the communication channels of the key personnel of
the Bank from various functional levels with the relevant parties.
Any transactions with the related parties will be presented to the Board through the relevant
Committee of the Board for approval. Pursuant to the instructions of the Qatar Central Bank, the
Bank shall present all transactions related to the Board Members and the facilities granted to them
and to their families, relatives, and subsidiaries in each Board meeting to make sure that such
transactions have been conducted in accordance with the permitted limits set by the Qatar Central
Bank and after obtaining the necessary approvals.
Shareholders’ Rights
The shareholder shall have the right to examine the register of shareholders in the Bank during the
official working hours of the Bank free of any charge. Every interested party is entitled to request
the correction of data contained in the record, especially if any person is logged or removed from
the record without justification, based on Article No. (11) of the Bank's Articles of Association.
The shareholder is entitled to obtain a copy of the Memorandum of Association and Articles of
Association of the Bank. As the Bank is listed in the Qatar Stock Exchange, the Bank shall comply
with the provisions of the internal regulation of the market, regulations, laws and instructions
regulating trading of securities in the state by disclosing and providing information and documents
required for all shareholders.
Chapter Five of the Bank's Articles of Association describes the shareholders' rights with regard
the General Assembly of the Bank, fair treatment of the shareholders, the exercise of voting rights
and the election of members. Chapter Seven includes the rights of shareholders related to dividend
distribution. The Board proposes dividends distributed to shareholders in the General Assembly
meeting and discuss and approve this distribution by the shareholders.
Pursuant to Article No. (50) of the Bank's Articles of Association, the Board is entitled to invite the
General Assembly, if required, and may invite the General Assembly upon the request of the auditor
or a number of shareholders representing at least 10% of the capital, provided that the auditor or the
shareholders has reasons sufficient to justify their calling for a meeting.
Accordingly, the shareholders enjoy all the rights granted to them under the relevant laws and
regulations, including the Corporate Governance Instructions and System.
Faisal Bin Abdulaziz Bin Jassem Al-Thani
Chairman & Managing Director
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Ahlibank Organisational Structure
2016
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INDEPENDENT
AUDITOR’S REPORT

To the Shareholders of Ahli Bank
Report on the Audit of the Consolidated Financial Statements
Opinion
We have audited the consolidated financial statements of Ahli Bank (the “Bank”) and its
subsidiaries (together the Group), which comprise the consolidated statement of financial position
as at 31 December 2016, and the consolidated statement of income, consolidated statement of
comprehensive income, consolidated statement of changes in equity and consolidated statement
of cash flows for the year then ended, and notes to the consolidated financial statements, including
a summary of significant accounting policies.
In our opinion, the accompanying consolidated financial statements present fairly, in all material
respects, the consolidated financial position of the Group as at 31 December 2016, and its
consolidated financial performance and its consolidated cash flows for the year then ended in
accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRSs) and the applicable provisions
of Qatar Central Bank regulations.
Basis for Opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (ISAs). Our
responsibilities under those standards are further described in the Auditor’s Responsibilities for
the Audit of the Consolidated Financial Statements section of our report. We are independent of
the Bank in accordance with the International Ethics Standards Board for Accountants’ Codes of
Ethics for Professional Accountants (IESBA Code) together with the ethical requirements that are
relevant to our audit of the consolidated financial statements in the State of Qatar, and we have
fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities in accordance with these requirements and the IESBA
Code. We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide
a basis for our opinion.
Key Audit Matters
Key audit matters are those matters that, in our professional judgment, were of most significance
in our audit of the consolidated financial statements of the current year. These matters where
addressed in the context of our audit of the consolidated financial statements as a whole, and in
forming our opinion thereon, and we do not provide a separate opinion on these matters. The key
audit matters noted below relate to the consolidated financial statements.
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INDEPENDENT
AUDITOR’S REPORT
(CONTINUED)

Key audit matter
Impairment of loans and advances to
customers

How the matter was addressed in our audit

As at 31 December 2016, loans and advances
to customers represent 70 percent (QR. 26.9
billion) of the Group’s total assets.

Assessed and tested the design and operating
effectiveness of the relevant controls over
loans and advances origination, monitoring,
impairment data and calculations. In addition,
IT controls for impairment systems were
tested.

There is a risk that loans and advances
to customers are impaired and no such
reasonable impairment provisions are
provided in accordance to requirements of
International Financial Reporting Standards
(IFRSs) and the applicable provisions of
Qatar Central Bank regulations, considering
the areas of management assumptions and
judgments. Accordingly, loans and advances
to customers might be with carrying amounts
greater than estimated recoverable amounts.
Refer to Notes 4b(iii), 5a(ii) & 10 of the
consolidated financial statements that
provide details regarding the impairment of
loans and advances to customers.

Selecting samples of loans and advances to
customers using our professional sampling
techniques and any requirements prescribed
by Qatar Central Bank, we checked
whether there is an objective evidence that
an impairment exists on these loans and
advances and assessed the reasonableness
of impairment provisions in accordance
to the IFRS requirements and applicable
provisions of Qatar Central Bank regulations.
This included the considerations to direct
and indirect default indicators as prescribed
by Qatar Central Bank regulations and IFRS.
We assessed whether the related disclosures
of this area were adequate in accordance
to requirements of International Financial
Reporting Standards and Qatar Central
Banks, as applicable.
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INDEPENDENT
AUDITOR’S REPORT
(CONTINUED)

Impairment of Investment securities

How the matter was addressed in our audit

As at 31 December 2016, investment
securities represent 15 percent (QR. 5.6
billion) of the Group’s total assets. As
disclosed in Note 11 to the consolidated
financial statements, the Bank’s investment
securities consist of available for sale and
held to maturity financial assets. Available
for sale financial assets are measured at
fair value, while held to maturity financial
assets are measured at amortised cost.
Furthermore, the management consideration
to impairment of available for sale and held
to maturity financial assets was disclosed in
Notes 3c(iii) & 11.

Assessed and tested the design and operating
effectiveness of the relevant controls over the
investment securities impairment.

There is a risk is that investment securities
are impaired and no such reasonable
impairment losses are provided in
accordance to requirements of International
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRSs), and
the applicable guidance of Qatar Central
Bank regulations, considering the areas of
management assumptions and judgments.
Accordingly, investment securities might be
with carrying amounts greater than estimated
recoverable amounts.

Selecting samples of investment securities
using our professional sampling techniques,
we checked whether there is an objective
evidence that an impairment exists on
these investment securities and assessed
the reasonableness of impairment losses in
accordance to the IFRS requirements.
We assessed whether the related disclosures
of this area were adequate in accordance
to requirements of International Financial
Reporting Standards and Qatar Central Banks
guidance, as applicable.
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INDEPENDENT
AUDITOR’S REPORT
(CONTINUED)

Other information
The Board of Directors is responsible for the other information. The other information comprises
the Board of Directors Report which we obtained prior to the date of this auditors’ report and the
Annual Report, which is expected to be made available to us after the date of this auditor’s report.
The other information does not include the consolidated financial statements and our auditor’s
report thereon. Our opinion on the consolidated financial statements does not cover the other
information and we do not express any form of assurance conclusion thereon. In connection
with our audit of the consolidated financial statements, our responsibility is to read the other
information identified above and, in doing so, consider whether the other information is materially
inconsistent with the consolidated financial statements or our knowledge obtained in the audit,
or otherwise appears to be materially misstated. If, based on the work we have performed on the
other information that we obtained prior to the date of this auditor’s report, we conclude that there
is a material misstatement of this other information, we are required to report that fact. We have
nothing to report in this regard.
Responsibilities of the Board of Directors for the Consolidated Financial Statements
The Board of Directors is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the consolidated
financial statements in accordance with IFRSs and the applicable provisions of Qatar Central
Bank regulations, and for such internal control as the Board of Directors determines is necessary
to enable the preparation of the consolidated financial statements that are free from material
misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
In preparing the consolidated financial statements, the Board of Directors is responsible for
assessing the Group’s ability to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters
related to going concern and using the going concern basis of accounting unless the Board of
Directors either intends to liquidate the Group or to cease operations, or has no realistic alternative
but to do so.
The Board of Directors is responsible for overseeing the Group’s financial reporting process.
Auditor’s responsibilities for the Audit of the Consolidated Financial Statements
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the consolidated financial
statements as a whole are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and
to issue an auditor’s report that includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of
assurance, but is not guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with ISAs will always
detect a material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and
considered material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to
influence the economic decisions of user taken on the basis of these consolidated financial
statements.
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Auditor’s responsibilities for the Audit of the Consolidated Financial Statements (continued)
As part of an audit in accordance with ISAs, we exercise professional judgement and maintain
professional skepticism throughout the audit. We also:
• Identify and assess the risk of material misstatement of the consolidated financial statements,
whether due to fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those
risks, and obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our
opinion. The risk of not detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than
for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions,
misrepresentations, or override of internal control.
• Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit
procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an
opinion on the effectiveness of the Group’s internal control.
• Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and reasonableness of accounting
estimates and related disclosures made by the management.
• Conclude on the appropriateness of the management use of the going concern basis of
accounting and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists
related to events or conditions that may cast significant doubt on the Group’s ability to continue
as a going concern. If we conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are required to draw
attention in auditor’s report to the related disclosures in the consolidated financial statements
or, if such disclosure is inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our conclusions are based on
the audit evidence obtained up to the date of our auditor’s report. However, future events or
conditions may cause the Group to cease to continue as a going concern.
• Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the consolidated financial statements,
including the disclosures, and whether the consolidated financial statements represent the
underlying transactions and events in a manner that achieves fair presentation.
• Obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence regarding the financial information of the entities
or business activities within the Group to express an opinion on the consolidated financial
statements. We are responsible for the direction, supervision and performance of the group
audit. We remain solely responsible for our audit opinion.
We communicate with those charged with goverance regarding, among other matters, the planned
scope and timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies
in internal control that we identify during our audit.
We also provide those charged with governance with a statement that we have complied with
relevant ethical requirements regarding independence, and communicate with them all relationships
and other matters that may reasonably be thought to bear on our independence, and where
applicable, related safeguards.
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INDEPENDENT
AUDITOR’S REPORT
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Auditor’s responsibilities for the Audit of the Consolidated Financial Statements (continued)
From the matters communicated with charged with governance, we determine those matters
that were of most significance in the audit of the consolidated financial statements of the current
period and are therefore the key audit matters. We describe these matters in our auditor’s report
unless law or regulation precludes public disclosures about the matter or when, in extremely rare
circumstances, we determine that a matter should not be communicated in our report because the
adverse consequences of doing so would reasonably be expected to outweigh the public interest
benefits of such communication.
Report on Other Legal and Regulatory Requirements
We are also of the opinion that proper books of account were maintained by the Group. We have
obtained all the information and explanations which we considered necessary for the purpose of
our audit. We further confirm that the consolidated financial information included in the Board of
Directors’ report addressed to the General Assembly is in agreement with the books and records
of the Group. To the best of our knowledge and belief and according to the information given to
us, no contraventions of the applicable provisions of Qatar Central Bank Law, Qatar Commercial
Companies Law and the Bank’s Articles of Association were committed during the year which
would materially affect the Group’s activities or its financial position.

Doha – Qatar			
January 30, 2017		

For Deloitte & Touche
Qatar Branch
Walid Slim
Partner
License No. 319
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT
OF FINANCIAL POSITION
As at 31 December

Note

2016

2015

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

ASSETS
Cash and balances with central bank

8

1,789,297

1,132,606

Due from banks

9

3,261,913

1,661,793

Loans and advances to customers

10

26,861,405

24,044,609

Investment securities

11

5,570,902

4,851,231

Property and equipment

12

275,186

262,758

Other assets

13

406,507

345,958

38,165,210

32,298,955

1,276,265

2,638,289

2,237,629

1,549,900

15

25,010,862

20,384,090

Debt Securities

16 (a)

1,810,625

-

Subordinated debt

16 (b)

182,000

182,000

Other borrowings

16 (c)

1,886,949

2,054,866

17

900,681

949,455

33,305,011

27,758,600

TOTAL ASSETS

LIABILITIES
Due to banks

14

Certificate of deposits
Customer deposits

Other liabilities
TOTAL LIABILITIES

EQUITY
Share capital

18 (a)

1,908,031

1,817,173

Legal reserve

18 (b)

1,525,796

1,462,621

Risk reserve

18 (c)

609,505

536,353

Fair value reserves

18 (d)

11,801

35,335

805,066

688,873

4,860,199

4,540,355

38,165,210

32,298,955

Retained earnings
TOTAL EQUITY
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY

These consolidated financial statements were approved by the Board of Directors on January 22, 2017 and were signed on its behalf by:

Sh. Faisal Bin Abdul-Aziz Bin Jassem Al Thani					
Chairman & Managing Director
					
The attached notes 1 to 34 form an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.

Salah Murad
Chief Executive Officer
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT
OF INCOME
For the year ended 31 December

Note

2016

2015

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

Interest income

19

1,282,427

1,119,556

Interest expense

20

(547,359)

(357,723)

735,068

761,833

Net interest income

Net fee and commission income

21

168,789

156,677

Foreign exchange gain

22

17,070

24,944

Income from investment securities

23

31,173

45,611

Other operating income

24

6,560

6,795

958,660

995,860

Net operating income

Staff costs

25

(172,658)

(173,823)

Depreciation

12

(27,858)

(22,602)

10 (c)

10,819

(15,428)

Net recoveries /(impairment loss) on loans and advances to customers
Net recoveries of legal cases
Impairment loss on investment securities
Other expenses

17 (i)

1,553

11 (c)

(43,531)

(45,297)

26

(93,684)

(92,543)

(326,912)

(348,140)

631,748

647,720

3.31

3.39

Profit for the year

Earnings per share

-

27

The attached notes 1 to 34 form an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT
OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
For the year ended 31 December

Note

Profit for the year

2016

2015

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

631,748

647,720

Other comprehensive income for the year
Items that are or may be reclassified subsequently to profit or loss
Available-for-sale financial assets:
•

Fair value loss during the year

18 (d)

(58,055)

(34,507)

•

Net amount of impairment transferred to profit or loss

18 (d)

43,531

34,077

•

Realised during the year

18 (d)

(9,065)

(14,072)

•

Amortised during the year on reclassification to loans and receivables

18 (d)

55

30

Other comprehensive loss for the year

(23,534)

(14,472)

Total comprehensive income for the year

608,214

633,248

The attached notes 1 to 34 form an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT
OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
For the year ended 31 December

Note

Share
capital

Legal
reserve

Risk
reserve

Fair value
reserves

1,651,975 1,397,849

491,498

49,807

Retained
earnings

Total
equity

QAR’000s QAR’000s QAR’000s QAR’000s QAR’000s QAR’000s

Balance as at 1 January 2015

579,967 4,171,096

Total comprehensive income for the year
•

Profit for the year

-

-

-

-

647,720

647,720

•

Other comprehensive loss

-

-

-

(14,472)

-

(14,472)

-

-

-

(14,472)

647,720

633,248

Total comprehensive income for the year

Transfer to risk reserve

18 (c)

-

-

44,855

-

(44,855)

-

Transfer to legal reserve

18 (b)

-

64,772

-

-

(64,772)

-

32

-

-

-

-

(16,193)

(16,193)

Transfer to social and sports fund for the year

Transactions with equity holders, recognised directly in equity
Contributions by and distributions to equity holders:
•

Bonus issue

18 (a)

165,198

•

Dividend paid

18 (e)

165,198

Total contributions by and distributions to equity holders
Balance as at 31 December 2015

-

-

-

(165,198)

-

-

-

-

(247,796)

(247,796)

-

-

-

(412,994)

(247,796)

1,817,173 1,462,621

536,353

35,335

The attached notes 1 to 34 form an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.

688,873 4,540,355
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT
OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
For the year ended 31 December

Note

Share
capital

Legal
reserve

Risk
reserve

Fair value
reserves

1,817,173 1,462,621

536,353

35,335

Retained
earnings

Total
equity

QAR’000s QAR’000s QAR’000s QAR’000s QAR’000s QAR’000s

Balance as at 1 January 2016

688,873 4,540,355

Total comprehensive income for the year
•

Profit for the year

-

-

-

-

631,748

631,748

•

Other comprehensive loss

-

-

-

(23,534)

-

(23,534)

-

-

-

(23,534)

631,748

608,214

Total comprehensive income for the year

Transfer to risk reserve

18 (c)

-

-

73,152

-

(73,152)

-

Transfer to legal reserve

18 (b)

-

63,175

-

-

(63,175)

-

32

-

-

-

-

(15,794)

(15,794)

Transfer to social and sports fund for the year

Transactions with equity holders, recognised directly in equity
Contributions by and distributions to equity holders:
•

Bonus issue

18 (a)

90,858

-

-

-

(90,858)

-

•

Dividend paid

18 (e)

-

-

-

-

(272,576)

(272,576)

90,858

-

-

-

(363,434)

(272,576)

1,908,031 1,525,796

609,505

11,801

Total contributions by and distributions to equity holders
Balance as at 31 December 2016

The attached notes 1 to 34 form an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.

805,066 4,860,199
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT
OF CASH FLOWS
For the year ended 31 December

Note

2016

2015

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

631,748

647,720

10 (c)

(10,819)

15,428

17 (i)

-

(1,553)

11 (c)

43,531

45,297

12

27,858

22,602

23

(24,006)

(32,541)

Profit before changes in operating assets and liabilities

668,312

696,953

Change in due from central bank

(83,834)

(53,195)

(2,804,670)

(2,763,324)

(60,549)

(53,148)

(1,362,024)

110,663

4,626,772

491,013

687,729

(842,900)

Cash flows from operating activities
Profit for the year
Adjustments for:

Net (recoveries)/ impairment loss on loans and advances to customers
Net recoveries for legal cases
Impairment loss on investment securities
Depreciation
Net gain on sale of available-for-sale securities

Change in loans and advances to customers
Change in other assets
Change in due to banks
Change in customer deposits
Change in certificate of deposit
Change in other liabilities
Net cash from/(used in) operating activities

(64,568)

197,597

1,607,168

(2,216,341)

(1,831,074)

(1,275,250)

1,067,037

1,341,754

(40,286)

(33,306)

(804,323)

33,198

Cash flows from investing activities
Acquisition of investment securities
Proceeds from sale of investment securities
Acquisition of property and equipment

12

Net cash (used)/from investing activities
Cash flows from financing activities
Proceeds from issuance of debt securities

1,810,625

-

(167,917)

578,284

Dividends paid

(272,576)

(247,796)

Net cash from financing activities

1,370,132

330,488

Net increase/(decrease) in cash and cash equivalents

2,172,977

(1,852,655)

1,804,498

3,657,153

3,977,475

1,804,498

1,265,364

1,103,570

500,621

330,705

7,167

13,070

(Repayment)/proceeds from other borrowings

16 (c)

Cash and cash equivalents as at 1 January
Cash and cash equivalents as at 31 December

29

Operational cash flows from interest and dividend
Interest received
Interest paid
Dividend received

The attached notes 1 to 34 form an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

As at and for the year ended 31 December 2016
1. REPORTING ENTITY
Ahli Bank Q.S.C. (“the Bank”) is an entity domiciled in the State of Qatar and was incorporated in 1983
as a public shareholding company under Emiri Decree no. 40 of 1983. The commercial registration
of the Bank is 8989. The address of the Bank’s registered office is Suhaim Bin Hamad Street, Al
Sadd Area in Doha (P.O.Box 2309, Doha, State of Qatar). The consolidated financial statements of
the Bank for the year ended 31 December 2016 comprise the Bank and its subsidiaries (together
referred to as “the Group” and individually as “Group entities”). The Group is primarily involved in
corporate and retail banking and brokerage activities, and has 15 branches in Qatar.
The principal subsidiaries of the Bank is as follows:
Company’s
Name

Country of
Incorporation

Company’s
Capital

Company’s
Activities

Percentage of
ownership 2016

Percentage of
ownership 2015

Ahli Brokerage
Company S.P.C.
(CR No 47943)

Qatar

QAR 50 million

Brokerage

100

100

ABQ Finance Limited

Cayman Islands

US$ 1

Debt Issuance

100

-

Effective 15 June 2014, Amwal Q.S.C entered into an agreement with the Bank to transfer its role
as Founder of Qatar Gate Fund-Class “Q” to the Bank with the approval of Qatar Central Bank.
2. BASIS OF PREPARATION
(a) Statement of compliance
The consolidated financial statements have been prepared in accordance with International
Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRS”) issued by the International Accounting Standards
Board (“IASB”), the applicable provisions of the Qatar Central Bank (“QCB”) regulations and
Qatar Commercial Companies’ Law.
(b) Basis of measurement
The consolidated financial statements have been prepared on the historical cost basis except
for the following material items on the consolidated statement of financial position, which are
measured at fair value:
• derivatives;
• available-for-sale financial assets; and
• recognised financial assets and financial liabilities designated as hedged items in qualifying
fair value hedge relationships.
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NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

As at and for the year ended 31 December 2016
2. BASIS OF PREPARATION (continued)
(c) Functional and presentation currency
These consolidated financial statements are presented in Qatari Riyals (“QAR”), which is the
Group’s functional currency. Except as otherwise indicated, financial information presented
in QAR has been rounded to the nearest thousand. The functional currency for the Group’s
subsidiary has been assessed as QAR.
(d) Use of estimates and judgments
The preparation of the consolidated financial statements in conformity with IFRS requires
management to make judgements, estimates and assumptions that affect the application of
accounting policies and the reported amounts of assets, liabilities, income and expenses.
Actual results may differ from these estimates.
Estimates and underlying assumptions are reviewed on an ongoing basis. Revisions to
accounting estimates are recognised in the period in which the estimate is revised and in any
future periods affected.
Information about significant areas of estimation uncertainty and critical judgements in applying
accounting policies that have the most significant effect on the amounts recognised in the
consolidated financial statements are described in note 5.
3. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The accounting policies set out below have been applied consistently to all periods presented in
these consolidated financial statements, and have been applied consistently by Group entities.
(a) Basis of Consolidation
(i) Subsidiary
Subsidiary is an investee controlled by the Group. The financial statement of subsidiary is
included in the consolidated financial statements from the date that control commences until
the date that control ceases.
The Group ‘controls’ an investee if it is exposed to, or has right to, variable returns from its
involvement with the investee and has the ability to affect those returns through its power over
the investee.
The accounting policies of subsidiary have been changed when necessary to align them with
the policies adopted by the Group.
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NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

As at and for the year ended 31 December 2016
3. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
(a) Basis of Consolidation (continued)
(ii) Transactions eliminated on consolidation
Intra-group balances, and income and expenses arising from intra-group transactions, are
eliminated in preparing the consolidated financial statements. Unrealised losses are eliminated in
the same way as unrealised gains, but only to the extent that there is no evidence of impairment.
(b) Foreign currency
Foreign currency transactions and balances
Foreign currency transactions that are transactions denominated, or that require settlement in a
foreign currency are translated into the respective functional currencies of the operations at the
spot exchange rates at the dates of the transactions.
Monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies at the reporting date are
translated into the functional currency at the spot exchange rate at that date.
Non-monetary assets and liabilities that are measured at fair value in a foreign currency are
translated into the functional currency at the spot exchange rate at the date on which the fair
value is determined. Non-monetary items that are measured based on historical cost in a foreign
currency are translated using the spot exchange rate at the date of the transaction.
Foreign currency differences resulting from the settlement of foreign currency transactions and
arising on translation at period end exchange rates of monetary assets and liabilities denominated
in foreign currencies are recognised in profit or loss.
(c) Financial assets and financial liabilities
(i) Recognition and initial measurement
The Group initially recognises loans and advances to customers, due from / to banks, customer
deposits, debt securities and other borrowings on the date at which they are originated. All other
financial assets and liabilities are initially recognised on the settlement date at which the Group
becomes a party to the contractual provisions of the instrument.
(ii) Classification
Financial assets
At inception a financial asset is classified in one of the following categories:
• loans and receivables;
• held to maturity;
• available-for-sale;
Financial liabilities
The Group has classified and measured its financial liabilities at amortised cost.
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NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

As at and for the year ended 31 December 2016
3. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
(c) Financial assets and financial liabilities (continued)
(iii) Derecognition
A financial asset (or, where applicable a part of a financial asset or part of a group of similar
financial assets) is derecognised where:
• the rights to receive cash flows from the asset have expired;
• the Group has transferred its rights to receive cash flows from the asset or has assumed an
obligation to pay the received cash flows in full without material delay to a third party under a
‘pass-through’ arrangement ; or
• the Group has transferred its rights to receive cash flows from the asset and either (i) has
transferred substantially all the risks and rewards of the asset, or (ii) has neither transferred nor
retained substantially all the risks and rewards of the asset, but has transferred control of the
asset.
When the Group has transferred its rights to receive cash flows from an asset and has neither
transferred nor retained substantially all the risks and rewards of the asset nor transferred control
of the asset, the asset is recognised to the extent of the Group’s continuing involvement in the
asset.
In transactions in which the Group neither retains nor transfers substantially all the risks and
rewards of ownership of a financial asset and it retains control over the asset, the Group continues
to recognise the asset to the extent of its continuing involvement, determined by the extent to
which it is exposed to changes in the value of the transferred asset. In certain transactions the
Group retains the obligation to service the transferred financial asset for a fee. The transferred
asset is derecognised if it meets the derecognition criteria. An asset or liability is recognised for
the servicing contract, depending on whether the servicing fee is more than adequate (asset) or
is less than adequate (liability) for performing the servicing.
The Group derecognises a financial liability when its contractual obligations are discharged or
cancelled or expire.
(iv) Offsetting
Financial assets and liabilities are offset and the net amount presented in the statement of
financial position when, and only when, the Group has a legal right to set off the recognised
amounts and it intends either to settle on a net basis or to realise the asset and settle the liability
simultaneously.
Income and expenses are presented on a net basis only when permitted under IFRS and when
approved by the QCB, or for gains and losses arising from a group of similar transactions such
as in the Group’s trading activity.
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NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

As at and for the year ended 31 December 2016
3. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
(c) Financial assets and financial liabilities (continued)
(v) Measurement principles
Amortised cost measurement
The amortised cost of a financial asset or liability is the amount at which the financial asset or
liability is measured at initial recognition, minus principal repayments, plus or minus the cumulative
amortisation using the effective interest method of any difference between the initial amount
recognised and the maturity amount, minus any reduction for impairment loss. The calculation of
effective interest rate includes all fees and points paid or received that are an integral part of the
effective interest rate.
Fair value measurement
‘Fair value’ is the price that would be received to sell an asset or paid to transfer a liability in an
orderly transaction between market participants at the measurement date in the principal or, in
its absence, the most advantageous market to which the Group has access at that date. The fair
value of a liability reflects its non-performance risk. When available, the Group measures the fair
value of an instrument using the quoted price in an active market for that instrument. A market is
regarded as active if transactions for the asset or liability take place with sufficient frequency and
volume to provide pricing information on an ongoing basis.
If there is no quoted price in an active market, then the Group uses valuation techniques that
maximise the use of relevant observable inputs and minimise the use of unobservable inputs. The
chosen valuation technique incorporates all of the factors that market participants would take
into account in pricing a transaction.
If an asset or a liability measured at fair value has a bid price and an ask price, then the Group
measures assets and long positions at a bid price and liabilities and short positions at an ask
price. Fair values of derivatives represent quoted market prices or internal pricing models as
appropriate.
An analysis of fair values of financial instruments and further details as to how they are measured
are provided in Note 5 (b) (i).
(vi) Identification and measurement of impairment
The Group considers evidence of impairment loss for loans and advances to customers and
held-to-maturity investment securities at both a specific asset and collective level. All individually
significant loans and advances to customers and held-to-maturity investment securities are
assessed for specific impairment. All individually significant loans and advances to customers and
held-to-maturity investment securities found not to be specifically impaired are then collectively
assessed for any impairment that has been incurred but not yet identified. Loans and advances
to customers and held-to-maturity investment securities that are not individually significant are
collectively assessed for impairment by grouping together loans and advances to customers and
held-to-maturity investment securities with similar risk characteristics.
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3. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
(c) Financial assets and financial liabilities (continued)
(vi) Identification and measurement of impairment (continued)
In assessing collective impairment the Group uses historical loss experience (probability of
default – PD), which is adjusted on the basis of current observable data to reflect the effects of
current conditions on which the historical loss experience is based, loss given default (LGD) and
loss identification factor. Further Group takes into consideration factors such as any deterioration
in country risk, industry as well as identified structural weaknesses or deterioration in cash flows
on assessing the collective impairment.
For listed securities, a decline in the market value by 20% from cost or more, or for a continuous
period of 9 months or more, are considered to be indicators of impairment.
Impairment losses on available-for-sale investment securities are recognised by transferring the
cumulative loss that has been recognised in other comprehensive income to profit or loss as a
reclassification adjustment. The cumulative loss that is reclassified from other comprehensive
income to profit or loss is the difference between the acquisition cost, net of any principal
repayment and amortisation, and the current fair value, less any impairment loss previously
recognised in profit or loss. Changes in impairment provisions attributable to time value are
reflected as a component of interest income.
In subsequent periods, the appreciation of fair value of an impaired available-for-sale investment
security is recorded in fair value reserves.
(d) Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents include notes and coins on hand, unrestricted balances held with
central banks and highly liquid financial assets with maturities of three months or less from the
acquisition date that are subject to an insignificant risk of changes in their fair value, and are used
by the Group in the management of its short-term commitments.
Cash and cash equivalents are carried at amortised cost in the consolidated statement of financial
position.
(e) Loans and advances to customers
Loans and advances to customers are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable
payments that are not quoted in an active market and that the Group does not intend to sell
immediately or in the near term.
Loans and advances to customers are initially measured at the transaction price which is the fair
value plus incremental direct transaction costs, and subsequently measured at their amortised
cost using the effective interest method.
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3. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
(f) Investment securities
Subsequent to initial recognition investment securities are accounted for depending on their
classification as either ‘held to maturity’ or ‘available-for-sale’.
(i) Held-to-maturity financial assets
Held-to-maturity investments are non-derivative assets with fixed or determinable payments and
fixed maturity that the Group has the positive intent and ability to hold to maturity, and which were
not designated as at fair value through profit or loss or as available-for-sale. Held-to-maturity
investments were carried at amortised cost using the effective interest method.
(ii) Available-for-sale financial assets
Available-for-sale investments are non-derivative investments that are designated as availablefor-sale or are not classified as another category of financial assets. Unquoted equity securities
are carried at cost less impairment, and all other available-for-sale investments are carried at fair
value.
Interest income is recognised in profit or loss using the effective interest method. Dividend
income is recognised in profit or loss when the Group becomes entitled to the dividend. Foreign
exchange gains or losses on available-for-sale debt security investments are recognised in profit
or loss.
Other fair value changes are recognised in other comprehensive income until the investment
is sold or impaired, whereupon the cumulative gains and losses previously recognised in other
comprehensive income are reclassified to profit or loss as a reclassification adjustment.
A non-derivative financial asset is reclassified from the available-for-sale category to the loans
and receivables category if it otherwise would have met the definition of loans and receivables
and if the Group had the intention and ability to hold that financial asset for the foreseeable future
or until maturity.
(g) Derivatives
(i) Derivatives held for risk management purposes and hedge accounting
In the ordinary course of business, the Group enters into various types of transactions that involve
derivative financial instruments. A derivative financial instrument is a financial contract between
two parties where payments are dependent upon movements in price in one or more underlying
financial instruments, reference rates or indices.
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3. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
(g) Derivatives (continued)
(i) Derivatives held for risk management purposes and hedge accounting (continued)
These include financial options, futures and forwards, interest rate swaps and currency swaps,
which create rights and obligations that, have the effect of transferring between the parties of the
instrument one or more of the financial risks inherent in an underlying primary financial instrument. On
inception, a derivative financial instrument gives one party a contractual right to exchange financial
assets or financial liabilities with another party under conditions that are potentially favourable, or
a contractual obligation to exchange financial assets or financial liabilities with another party under
conditions that are potentially unfavourable. However, they generally do not result in a transfer of
the underlying primary financial instrument on inception of the contract, nor does such a transfer
necessarily take place on maturity of the contract. Some instruments embody both a right and an
obligation to make an exchange. Because the terms of the exchange are determined on inception
of the derivative instruments, as prices in financial markets change, those terms may become either
favourable or unfavourable.
• Fair value hedges
In relation to fair value hedges which meet the conditions for hedge accounting, any gain or loss from
re-measuring the hedging instrument to fair value is recognized immediately in the consolidated
income statement. The related aspect of the hedged item is adjusted against the carrying amount
of the hedged item and recognized in the consolidated income statement.
• Cash flow hedges
In relation to cash flow hedges which meet the conditions for hedge accounting, any gain or loss
on the hedging instrument that is determined to be an effective hedge is recognized initially as
cash flow hedge reserve in other comprehensive income. The gains or losses on cash flow hedges
initially recognized in the consolidated statement of comprehensive income are transferred to
the consolidated income statement in the period in which the hedged transaction impacts the
consolidated income statement. Where the hedged transaction results in the recognition of an asset
or a liability, the associated gains or losses that had initially been recognized in the consolidated
statement of comprehensive income, are included in the initial measurement of the cost of the
related asset or liability.
For hedges which do not qualify for hedge accounting, any gains or losses arising in the fair value
of the hedging instrument are taken directly to the consolidated income statement for the period.
Hedge accounting is discontinued when the hedging instrument expires, is terminated or exercised,
or no longer qualifies for hedge accounting. For effective fair value hedges of financial instruments
with fixed maturities, any adjustment arising from hedge accounting is amortised over the
remaining term to maturity. For effective cash flow hedges, any cumulative gain or loss on the
hedging instrument recognized as cash flow hedge reserve in other comprehensive income is held
therein until the forecasted transaction occurs. If the hedged transaction is no longer expected to
occur, the net cumulative gain or loss recognized as cash flow hedge reserve in other comprehensive
income is transferred to the consolidated income statement.
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3. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
(g) Derivatives (continued)
(ii) Derivatives held for trading purposes
The Group’s derivative trading instruments includes forward exchange contracts and interest
rate and foreign currency swaps. After initial recognition at transaction prices, being the best
evidence of fair value upon initial recognition, derivatives are subsequently measured at fair
value. Fair value represents quoted market price or internal pricing models as appropriate. The
resulting gains or losses are included in the consolidated income statement.
(h) Property and equipment
(i) Recognition and measurement
Items of property and equipment are measured at cost less accumulated depreciation and
accumulated impairment losses. Cost includes expenditures that are directly attributable to the
acquisition of the asset.
Purchased software that is integral to the functionality of the related equipment is capitalised
as part of that equipment.
When parts of an item of property or equipment have different useful lives, they are accounted
for as separate items (major components) of property and equipment.
The gain or loss on disposal of an item of property and equipment is determined by comparing
the proceeds from disposal with the carrying amount of the item of property and equipment,
and is recognised in other income/other expenses in profit or loss.
(ii) Subsequent costs
The cost of replacing a component of an item of property or equipment is recognised in the
carrying amount of the item if it is probable that the future economic benefits embodied within
the part will flow to the Group and its cost can be measured reliably. The carrying amount
of the replaced part is derecognised. The costs of the day-to-day servicing of property and
equipment are recognised in profit or loss as incurred.
(iii) Depreciation
Depreciable amount is the cost of property and equipment, or other amount substituted for
cost, less its residual value.
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3. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
(h) Property and equipment (continued)
(iii) Depreciation (continued)
Depreciation is recognised in profit or loss on a straight-line basis over the estimated useful
lives of each part of an item of property and equipment since this most closely reflects the
expected pattern of consumption of the future economic benefits embodied in the asset and
is based on cost of the asset less its estimated residual value. Leased assets under finance
leases are depreciated over the shorter of the lease term and their useful lives. Land is not
depreciated.
The estimated useful lives for the current and comparative years are as follows:
Buildings 				
Leasehold improvements		
Furniture and equipment
Motor Vehicles

20
5
3-7
5

years
years
years
years

Depreciation methods, useful lives and residual values are reassessed at each reporting date
and adjusted prospectively, if appropriate.
(i) Impairment of non-financial assets
The carrying amounts of the Group’s non-financial assets are reviewed at each reporting date
to determine whether there is any indication of impairment. If any such indication exists, then
the asset’s recoverable amount is estimated.
Impairment losses are recognised in profit or loss. In respect of other assets, impairment losses
recognised in prior periods are assessed at each reporting date for any indications that the loss
has decreased or no longer exists. An impairment loss is reversed if there has been a change
in the estimates used to determine the recoverable amount.
An impairment loss is reversed only to the extent that the asset’s carrying amount does
not exceed the carrying amount that would have been determined, net of depreciation or
amortisation, if no impairment loss had been recognised.
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3. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
(j) Provisions
A provision is recognised if, as a result of a past event, the Group has a present legal or
constructive obligation that can be estimated reliably, and it is probable that an outflow of
economic benefits will be required to settle the obligation. Provisions are determined by
discounting the expected future cash flows at a pre-tax rate that reflects current market
assessments of the time value of money and, where appropriate, the risks specific to the
liability.
(k) Financial guarantees
Financial guarantees are contracts that require the Group to make specified payments to
reimburse the holder for a loss it incurs because a specified debtor fails to make payment
when due in accordance with the terms of a debt instrument. Financial guarantee liabilities are
recognised initially at their fair value, and the initial fair value is amortised over the life of the
financial guarantee. The financial guarantee liability is subsequently carried at the higher of this
amortised amount and the present value of any expected payment when a payment under the
guarantee has become probable.
(l) Employee termination benefits and pension funds
End of service gratuity plans-Defined benefits plan
The Group provides for end of service benefits to its employees. The entitlement to these
benefits is based upon the employees’ final salary and length of service, subject to the
completion of a minimum service period. The expected costs of these benefits are accrued
over the period of employment. The provision of employees’ end of service benefits is included
in the other provisions within other liabilities.
Pension and provident fund plan-Defined contribution plan
Under Law No. 24 of 2002 on Retirement and Pension, the Group is required to make
contributions to a Government fund scheme for Qatari employees calculated as a percentage
of the Qatari employees’ salaries. The Group’s obligations are limited to these contributions,
which are expensed when due.
(m) Share capital and reserves
Incremental cost directly attributable to the issue of an equity instrument is deducted from the
initial measurement of the equity instruments.
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3. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
(n) Dividends on ordinary shares
Dividends on ordinary shares are recognised in equity in the period in which they are approved
by the Group’s shareholders. Dividends for the year that are declared after the date of the
consolidated statement of financial position are dealt with in a separate note.
(o) Interest income and expense
Interest income and expense are recognised in profit or loss using the effective interest method.
The effective interest rate is the rate that exactly discounts the estimated future cash payments
and receipts through the expected life of the financial asset or liability (or, where appropriate,
a shorter period) to the carrying amount of the financial asset or liability. When calculating the
effective interest rate, the Group estimates future cash flows considering all contractual terms
of the financial instrument, but not future credit losses.
The calculation of the effective interest rate includes all transaction costs and fees and points
paid or received that are an integral part of the effective interest rate. Transaction costs include
incremental costs that are directly attributable to the acquisition or issue of a financial asset or
liability.
Interest income and expense presented in the statement of comprehensive income include:
• Interest on financial assets and financial liabilities measured at amortised cost calculated
on an effective interest basis;
• Fair value changes in qualifying derivatives, including hedge ineffectiveness, and related
hedged items in fair value hedges of interest rate risk.
Interest income of investment securities is calculated on an effective interest basis are also
included in interest income.
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3. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
(p) Fees and commission income and expense
The Group earns fee and commission income from a diverse range of services it provides to its
customers. Fee income can be divided into the following two categories:
Fee income earned from services that are provided over a certain period of time.
Fees earned for the provision of services over a period of time are accrued over that period.
These fees include commission income and asset management, custody and other management
and advisory fees. Loan commitment fees for loans that are likely to be drawn down and other
credit related fees are deferred (together with any incremental costs) and recognised as an
adjustment to the effective interest rate on the loan. When it is unlikely that a loan will be drawn
down, the loan commitment fees are recognised over the commitment period on a straight line
basis.
Fee income from providing transaction services
Fee arising from negotiating or participating in the negotiation of a transaction for a third party,
such as the arrangement of acquisition of shares or other securities or the purchase or sale of
businesses, are recognised on completion of the underlying transaction. Fees or components
of fees that are linked to a certain performance are recognised after fulfilling the corresponding
criteria. These fees include underwriting fees, corporate finance fees, and brokerage fees.
Loan syndication fees are recognised in the income statement when the syndication has been
completed and the Group retains no part of the loans for itself or retains part at the same
effective rate as for the other participants.
(q) Income from investment securities
Gains or losses on the sale of investment securities are recognised in profit or loss as the
difference between fair value of the consideration received and carrying amount of the
investment securities.
Unrealised gains or losses on fair value changes from remeasurement of investment securities
classified as held for trading or designated as fair value through profit or loss are recognised
in profit or loss.
Income from held to maturity investment securities is recognised based on the effective interest
rate method.
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3. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
(r) Dividend income
Dividend income is recognised when the right to receive income is established.
(s) Earnings per share
The Group presents basic and diluted earnings per share (EPS) data for its ordinary shares.
Basic EPS is calculated by dividing the profit or loss attributable to ordinary shareholders of
the Group by the weighted average number of ordinary shares outstanding during the period.
Diluted EPS is determined by adjusting the profit or loss attributable to ordinary shareholders
and the weighted average number of ordinary shares outstanding for the effects of all dilutive
potential ordinary shares.
(t) Segment reporting
Operating segments are reported in a manner consistent with the internal reporting provided
to the Chief Executive Officer. The Chief Executive Officer is the person or group that allocates
resources to and assesses the performance of the operating segments of an entity.
Income and expenses directly associated with each segment are included in determining
operating segment performance.
(u) Fiduciary activities
Assets held in a fiduciary capacity are not treated as assets of the Group in the consolidated
statement of financial position.
(v) Repossessed Collateral
Repossessed collaterals against settlement of customers’ debts are stated within the
consolidated statement of financial position under “Other assets” at their acquisition value net
of allowance for impairment.
(w) Comparatives
Except when a standard or an interpretation permits or requires otherwise, all amounts are
reported or disclosed with comparative information.
(x) Parent bank financial information
Statement of financial position and income statement of the Parent bank, disclosed as
supplementary information, is prepared following the same accounting policies as mentioned
above except for; investment in subsidiary which are not consolidated and is carried at cost.
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3. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
(y) Application of new and revised International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRSs)
New Standards and Amendments to Standards
The following amendments to IFRS and new IFRSs have been applied by the Group in preparation
of these consolidated financial statements. The below were effective from 1 January 2016:
Standard
IFRS 14: Regulatory Deferral Accounts
Amendments to IFRS 11: Joint Arrangements: Accounting for Acquisition of Interests
Amendments to IAS 16 and IAS 38: Clarification of Acceptable Methods of Depreciation and
Amortisation
Amendments to IAS 27: Equity Method in Separate Financial Statements
Amendments to IAS 1: Presentation of financial statements relating to Disclosure Initiative
Amendments to IFRS 10, IFRS 12 and IAS 28: Applying the Consolidation Exception
Annual Improvements 2012 - 2014 Cycle
The adoption of the above did not result in any changes to previously reported net profit or
equity of the Group.
Standards issued but not yet effective
The below mentioned standards, interpretations and amendments to standards are not yet
effective. The Group is currently evaluating the impact of these new standards. The Group will
adopt these new standards on the respective effective dates.
Amendments to IAS 12: Recognition of Deferred Tax Assets for Unrealised Losses
Amendments to IAS 7: Statement of cash flow – Disclosure Initiative
IFRS 15: Revenue from Contracts with Customers
IFRS 9: Financial Instruments
IFRS 16: Leases

Effective Date
01/January/2017
01/January/2017
01/January/2018
01/January/2018
01/January/2019

The Group’s management anticipates that these new standards and amendments will be
adopted in the Bank’s consolidated financial statements on their effective dates.
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3. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
(y) Application of new and revised International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRSs) (continued)
Standards issued but not yet effective (continued)
The final version of IFRS 9 was issued in July 2014, replacing the earlier versions of introducing
new classification and measurement requirements (issued in 2009 and 2010) and a new hedge
accounting model (issued in 2013) and has an effective date of 1 January 2018. IFRS 9 will
replace IAS 39 Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement and introduces new
requirements for the classification and measurement of financial assets and financial liabilities,
a new model based on expected credit losses for recognising loan loss provisions and provides
for simplified hedge accounting by aligning hedge accounting more closely with an entity’s risk
management methodology.
The application of IFRS 9 may have an impact on amounts reported in the consolidated
financial statements and will result in more extensive disclosures in the consolidated financial
statements. However, the Group is currently in the process of evaluating and implementing the
required changes in its systems, policies and processes to comply with IFRS 9 requirements,
and hence it is not practical to disclose a reliable quantitative impact until the implementation
programme is further advanced.
With regard to other standards and amendments, management anticipates that the adoption
of them in future periods will have no material financial impact on the consolidated financial
statements of the Group in the period of initial application. However, management have not
yet performed a detailed analysis of the impact of the application of these standards and
amendmnets and hence have not yet quantified the extent of the impact.
4. FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT
(a) Introduction and Overview
The Group’s business involves taking on risks in a targeted manner and managing them
professionally. The core functions of the Group’s risk management are to identify all key risks
for the Group, measure these risks, manage the risk positions and determine capital allocations.
The Group regularly reviews its risk management policies and systems to reflect changes in
markets, products and best market practice.
The Group’s aim is to achieve an appropriate balance between risk and return and minimise
potential adverse effects on the Group’s financial performance. The Group defines risk as the
possibility of losses or profits foregone, which may be caused by internal or external factors.
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4. FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT (CONTINUED)
(a) Introduction and Overview (continued)
Risk Management
Introduction
Risk is inherent in the Group’s activities but it is managed through a process of ongoing
identification, measurement and monitoring, subject to risk limits and other controls. This process
of risk management is critical to the Group’s continuing profitability and each individual within
the Group is accountable for the risk exposures relating to his or her responsibilities. The Group
is exposed to credit, liquidity, market, including trading and non-trading, and operational risks.
The independent risk control process does not include business risks such as changes in the
environment, technology and industry. They are monitored through the Group’s strategic planning
process.
• Risk Management Structure
The Board of Directors are ultimately responsible for identifying and controlling risks; however,
there are separate independent bodies responsible for managing and monitoring risks.
• Executive Committee
The Executive Committee has the overall responsibility for the development of the risk strategy
and implementing principles, frameworks, policies and limits. It is responsible for the fundamental
risk issues and managing and monitoring relevant risk decisions.
• Risk Management Department
The Risk Management Department is responsible for implementing and maintaining risk related
procedures to ensure an independent control process. It is also responsible for monitoring
compliance with risk principles, policies and limits, across the Group. Each business group has
a decentralised department which is responsible for the independent control of risks, including
monitoring the risk of exposures against limits and the assessment of risks of new products
and structured transactions. This function also ensures the complete capture of the risks in risk
measurement and reporting systems.
• Treasury
Treasury is responsible for managing the Group’s assets and liabilities and the overall financial
structure, as laid down by the Asset Liability Committee (ALCO) from time to time.
• Internal Audit
Risk management processes throughout the Group are audited annually by the Internal Audit
function that examines both the adequacy of the procedures and the Group's compliance with
the procedures. Internal Audit discusses the results of all assessments with management, and
reports its findings and recommendations to the Audit Committee.
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4. FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT (CONTINUED)
(a) Introduction and Overview (continued)
Risk Management (continued)
Risk measurement and reporting systems
The Group’s risks are measured using a method which reflects both the expected loss likely to
arise in normal circumstances and unexpected losses, which are an estimate of the ultimate
actual loss based on statistical models. The models make use of probabilities derived from
historical experience, adjusted to reflect the economic environment. The Group also runs worst
case scenarios that would arise in the event that extreme events which are unlikely to occur
do, in fact, occur.
Monitoring and controlling risks is primarily performed based on limits established by the
Group. These limits reflect the business strategy and market environment of the Group as well
as the level of risk that the Group is willing to accept, with additional emphasis on selected
industries. In addition, the Group monitors and measures the overall risk bearing capacity in
relation to the aggregate risk exposure across all risk types and activities.
Information compiled from all the business departments is examined and processed in order
to analyse, control and identify early risks. This information is presented and explained to the
Board of Directors and the Executive Committee.
The report includes aggregate credit exposure, credit metric forecasts, hold limit exceptions,
VaR, liquidity ratios and risk profile changes. On a monthly basis, detailed reporting of industry,
customer and geographic risks takes place. Senior management assesses the appropriateness
of the allowance for impairment on a quarterly basis.
For all levels throughout the Group, specifically tailored risk reports are prepared and distributed
in order to ensure that all business departments have access to necessary and up-to-date
information.
Frequent briefing is given to the senior management and all other relevant members of the
Group on the utilization of market limits, analysis of VaR, proprietary investments and liquidity,
plus any other risk developments.
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4. FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT (CONTINUED)
(a) Introduction and Overview (continued)
Risk Management (continued)
Risk mitigation
As part of its overall risk management strategy, the Group uses derivatives and other instruments
to manage exposures resulting from changes in interest rates, foreign currencies, equity risks,
credit risks, and exposures arising from forecast transactions.
The risk profile is assessed before entering into any hedging transactions, which are authorised
by the appropriate approval authority mechanism within the Group. The effectiveness of hedges
is assessed by the Treasury and senior management (based on economic considerations too
rather than purely the IFRS hedge based accounting regulations). The effectiveness of all
the hedge relationships is monitored by Risk quarterly at each reporting period. In cases of
ineffectiveness, the Group will continuously monitor the expected performance of the hedge
and take mitigating action such as re-hedging wherever necessary to make the hedge more
effective on the underlying instrument concerned.
The Group actively uses collaterals to reduce its credit risks (see Note 4. (b) Credit risk below
for more detail).
Excessive risk concentration
Concentrations arise when a number of counterparties are engaged in similar business
activities, or activities in the same geographic region, or have similar economic features that
would cause their ability to meet contractual obligations to be similarly affected by changes in
economic, political or other conditions. Concentrations indicate the relative sensitivity of the
Group’s performance to developments affecting a particular industry or geographical location.
In order to avoid excessive concentrations of risk, the Group’s policies and procedures include
specific guidelines to focus on maintaining a diversified portfolio, with limits set on geographic
and industry sector exposures. Identified concentrations of credit risks are controlled and
managed accordingly.
(b) Credit risk
Credit risk is the risk that one party to a financial instrument will fail to discharge a financial
obligation and cause the other party to incur a financial loss. In the case of derivatives this is
limited to positive fair values. The Group attempts to control credit risk by monitoring credit
exposures, limiting transactions with specific counterparties, and continually assessing the
creditworthiness of counterparties.
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4. FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT (CONTINUED)
(b) Credit risk (continued)
Concentrations of credit risk arise when a number of counterparties are engaged in similar
business activities, or activities in the same geographic region, or have similar economic
features that would cause their ability to meet contractual obligations to be similarly affected
by changes in economic, political or other conditions. Concentrations of credit risk indicate the
relative sensitivity of the Group’s performance to developments, affecting a particular industry
or geographic location.
The Group seeks to manage its credit risk exposure through diversification of lending activities
to avoid undue concentrations of risks with individuals or group of customers in specific
locations or businesses. It also obtains collaterals, when appropriate. The amount and type of
collateral required depends on an assessment of the credit risk of the counterparty. Guidelines
are implemented regarding the acceptability of types of collateral and valuation parameters.
The main types of collateral obtained are as follows:
•
•
•

For securities lending and reverse repurchase transactions, cash or securities,
For commercial lending, mortgages over real estate properties, inventory, trade receivables,
cash and securities.
For retail lending, mortgages over residential properties, cash or securities.

Management monitors the market value of collateral, requests additional collateral in accordance
with the underlying agreement, and monitors the market value of collateral obtained during its
review of the adequacy of the provision for credit losses.
The Group also obtains corporate guarantees from parent companies for loans, advances and
financing activities to their subsidiaries.
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4. FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT (CONTINUED)
(b) Credit risk (continued)
(i) Maximum exposure to credit risk before collateral held or other credit enhancements

Credit risk exposures relating to assets recorded on the consolidated

2016

2015

statement of financial position are as follows:

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

Balances with central bank

1,684,690

1,054,850

Due from banks

3,261,913

1,661,793

26,861,405

24,044,609

5,468,965

4,614,155

193,670

184,708

37,470,673

31,560,115

Contingent liabilities

8,034,584

7,334,467

Unutilized facilities

9,928,537

11,277,335

Total as at 31 December

17,963,121

18,611,802

Total Credit risk exposure

55,433,794

50,171,917

Loans and advances to customers
Investment securities - debt
Other assets
Total as at 31 December

Other credit risk exposures are as follows:

The above table represents a worse-case scenario of credit risk exposure to the Group, without
taking account of any collateral held or other credit enhancements attached. For assets recorded
on the consolidated statement of financial position, the exposures set out above are based on net
carrying amounts as reported in the consolidated statement of financial position.
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4. FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT (CONTINUED)
(b) Credit risk (continued)
(ii) Concentration of risks of financial assets with credit risk exposure
Geographical sectors
The following table breaks down the Group’s credit exposure at their carrying amounts (without
taking into account any collateral held or other credit support), as categorized by geographical
region.

Qatar

Other GCC

Europe

Rest of
the world

Total

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

Balances with central bank

1,684,690

-

-

-

1,684,690

Due from banks

1,543,331

520,458

534,078

664,046

3,261,913

26,796,296

65,109

-

-

26,861,405

4,947,674

486,209

-

35,082

5,468,965

193,670

-

-

-

193,670

35,165,661

1,071,776

534,078

699,128

37,470,643

Guarantees and letters of credit

7,911,833

22,555

29,302

70,894

8,034,584

Unutilized facilities

9,928,537

-

-

-

9,928,537

17,840,370

22,555

29,302

70,894

17,963,121

At 31 December 2016

Loans and advances to customers
Investment securities – Debt
Other assets
Total

Other credit risk exposure are as follows:

Total
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4. FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT (CONTINUED)
(b) Credit risk (continued)
(ii) Concentration of risks of financial assets with credit risk exposure (continued)
Geographical sectors (continued)
The following table breaks down the Group’s credit exposure at their carrying amounts (without
taking into account any collateral held or other credit support), as categorized by geographical
region.

Qatar

Other GCC

Europe

Rest of
the world

Total

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

1,054,850

-

-

-

1,054,850

675,415

378,164

496,319

111,895

1,661,793

23,979,397

65,212

-

-

24,044,609

4,130,921

448,346

-

34,888

4,614,155

184,708

-

-

-

184,708

30,025,291

891,722

496,319

146,783

31,560,115

7,286,171

27,182

16,149

4,965

7,334,467

Unutilized facilities

11,277,335

-

-

-

11,277,335

Total

18,563,506

27,182

16,149

4,965

18,611,802

At 31 December 2015
Balances with central bank
Due from banks
Loans and advances to customers
Investment securities – Debt
Other assets
Total

Other credit risk exposure are as follows:
Guarantees and letters of credit
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4. FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT (CONTINUED)
(b) Credit risk (continued)
(ii) Concentration of risks of financial assets with credit risk exposure (continued)
Industry sectors
The following table breaks down the Group’s credit exposure at carrying amounts before taking
into account collateral held or other credit enhancements, as categorized by the industry
sectors of the Group’s counterparties.

Gross exposure 2016

Gross exposure 2015

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

Government

5,470,038

3,281,636

Government agencies

1,793,890

2,281,587

941,290

844,920

11,771,734

8,946,038

Services

7,357,867

6,058,549

Contracting

2,526,575

2,271,605

Real estate

4,378,028

4,197,011

Personal

3,231,221

3,678,769

17,963,121

18,611,802

55,433,794

50,171,917

Industry
Commercial

Contingent liabilities and utilized facilities

Credit risk exposure
The Group’s internal rating scale and mapping to the table below are as follows:

Bank’s rating

Description of the grade

Mapping

Grade A

Low risk – excellent

High grade

Grade B

Standard/satisfactory risk

Standard grade

Grade C

Sub-standard – watch

Watch list/impaired

Grade D

Doubtful

Watch list/impaired

Grade E

Bad debts

Watch list/impaired
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4. FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT (CONTINUED)
(b) Credit risk (continued)
(ii) Concentration of risks of financial assets with credit risk exposure (continued)
Industry sectors (continued)
Credit risk exposure (continued)
Equivalent grades

2016

2015

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

High Grade

10,615,170

9,156,977

Standard Grade

44,780,126

40,964,183

38,498

50,757

55,433,794

50,171,917

Watch List or Impaired

(iii) Credit quality
Loans and advances to
customers

Due from banks

Investment securities
– debt

2016

2015

2016

2015

2016

2015

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

25,178,900 21,828,526

3,261,913

1,661,793

-

-

25,178,900 21,828,526

3,261,913

1,661,793

-

-

Neither past due nor impaired (low risk):
High and standard grade

Past due but not impaired
Standard Grade/satisfactory risk

1,692,807

2,214,126

-

-

-

-

Carrying amount

1,692,807

2,214,126

-

-

-

-

Substandard and doubtful (overdue upto 9 months)

132,039

159,086

-

-

-

-

Loss (overdue > 9 months)

194,071

222,938

-

-

-

-

326,110

382,024

-

-

-

-

Watch list or Impaired
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4. FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT (CONTINUED)
(b) Credit risk (continued)
(iii) Credit quality (continued)
Loans and advances to
customers

Less: impairment allowance-specific
Less: impairment allowance-Collective

Carrying amount – net

Due from banks

2016

2015

2016

2015

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

(287,612)

(331,267)

(48,800)

(48,800)

Investment securities
– debt
2016

2015

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

26,861,405 24,044,609

-

-

-

-

26,861,405 24,044,609

3,261,913

1,661,793

-

-

Investment securities - debt
Held to maturity

-

-

-

-

1,319,332

421,341

Available for sale

-

-

-

-

4,150,965

4,201,140

Less: impairment allowance

-

-

-

-

(1,332)

(8,326)

Carrying amount – net

-

-

-

-

5,468,965

4,614,155

26,861,405 24,044,609

3,261,913

1,661,793

5,468,965

4,614,155

Total carrying amount

Impaired loans and advances to customers and investment in debt securities
Individually impaired loans and advances to customers and investment debt securities for which
the Group determines that there is objective evidence of impairment and it does not expect to
collect all principal and interest due according to the contractual terms of the loan/investment
security agreement(s).
Loans and advances to customers past due but not impaired
Past due but not impaired loans and advances to customers are those for which contractual interest
or principal payments are past due, but the Group believes that impairment is not appropriate on
the basis of the level of security/collateral available and/or the stage of collection of amounts owed
to the Group.
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4. FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT (CONTINUED)
(b) Credit risk (continued)
(iii) Credit quality (continued)

Up to 60 days
61 – 90 days
Gross

2016

2015

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

1,636,563

2,156,760

56,244

57,366

1,692,807

2,214,126

(iv) Write-off policy
The Group writes off a loan or an investment debt security balance, and any related allowances
for impairment losses, when Group Credit determines that the loan or security is uncollectible
and after QCB’s approval.
This determination is made after considering information such as the occurrence of significant
changes in the borrower’s/issuer’s financial position such that the borrower/issuer can no
longer pay the obligation, or that proceeds from collateral will not be sufficient to pay back
the entire exposure. For smaller balance standardised loans, write-off decisions generally are
based on a product-specific past due status. The amount written off during the year was QAR
43,005 thousands (2015: QAR 1,856 thousands).
(c) Liquidity risk
Liquidity risk is the risk that the Group is unable to meet its obligations when they fall due
as a result of e.g. customer deposits being withdrawn, cash requirements from contractual
commitments, or other cash outflows, such as debt maturities or margin calls for derivatives
etc. Such outflows would deplete available cash resources for client lending, trading activities
and investments. In extreme circumstances, lack of liquidity could result in reductions in the
consolidated statement of financial position and sales of assets, or potentially an inability to
fulfil lending commitments. The risk that the Group will be unable to do so is inherent in all
banking operations and can be affected by a range of institution-specific and market-wide
events including, but not limited to, credit events, merger and acquisition activity, systemic
shocks and natural disasters.
(i) Management of liquidity risk
Liquidity risk is the risk that the Group will be unable to meet its funding requirements. Liquidity
risk can be caused by market disruptions or a credit downgrade which may cause certain
sources of funding to dry up immediately. To guard against this risk, the management has
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4. FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT (CONTINUED)
(c) Liquidity risk (continued)
(i) Management of liquidity risk (continued)

diversified funding sources and assets are managed with liquidity in mind, maintaining a healthy
balance of cash, cash equivalents and readily marketable securities.
In addition, the Group maintains 4.75% of average customer deposits as a mandatory deposit
with Qatar Central Bank.
The Group’s Asset and Liability Committee (ALCO) monitors the maturity profile on an overall
basis with ongoing liquidity monitoring by the Treasury.

(ii) Maturity analysis (including all assets and liabilities)
Carrying
amount

Less than
3 months –
1-3 months
1 month
1 year

1-5 years

More than
5 years

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

Cash and balances with central bank

1,789,297

1,018,939

442,246

327,632

480

-

Due from banks

3,261,913

2,827,693

434,220

-

-

-

26,861,405

1,031,062

2,317,544

5,790,094 11,589,175

6,133,530

5,570,902

121,893

280,180

1,032,028

3,098,001

1,038,800

Property and equipment

275,186

-

-

-

-

275,186

Others assets

406,507

39,725

194,330

39,771

-

132,681

38,165,210

5,039,312

3,668,520

7,189,525 14,687,656

7,580,197

Due to banks

1,276,265

819,517

456,748

-

-

-

Certificate of deposits

2,237,629

509,821

1,245,808

482,000

-

-

7,066,681 10,301,375

7,631,630

11,176

-

31 December 2016

Loans and advances to customers
Investment securities

Total

Customer deposits

25,010,862
1,810,625

-

-

-

1,810,625

-

182,000

-

-

-

182,000

-

1,886,949

-

-

-

1,886,949

-

900,681

147,263

396,081

168,709

104,940

83,688

Equity

4,860,199

-

-

-

-

4,860,199

Total

38,165,210

8,543,282 12,400,012

8,282,339

3,995,690

4,943,887

- (3,503,970) (8,731,492) (1,092,814) 10,691,966

2,636,310

Debt Securities
Subordinated debt
Other borrowings
Other liabilities

Difference
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4. FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT (CONTINUED)
(c) Liquidity risk (continued)
(ii) Maturity analysis (including all assets and liabilities) (continued)

Carrying Less than 1
1-3 months
amount
month

3 months –
1-5 years
1 year

More than 5
years

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

Cash and balances with central bank

1,132,606

549,513

321,027

222,523

39,543

-

Due from banks

1,661,793

1,172,878

488,915

-

-

-

24,044,609

1,151,143

2,054,691

3,277,522

8,890,712

8,670,541

4,851,231

249,400

75,000

247,148

4,044,105

235,578

Property and equipment

262,758

-

-

-

-

262,758

Others assets

345,958

45,345

166,264

1,490

178

132,681

32,298,955

3,168,279

3,105,897

3,748,683 12,974,538

9,301,558

Due to banks

2,638,289

2,244,409

248,280

145,600

-

-

Certificate of deposits

1,549,900

1,395,582

154,318

-

-

-

Customer deposits

20,384,090

8,376,999

6,610,613

4,582,203

814,275

-

Subordinated debt

182,000

-

-

-

182,000

-

2,054,866

-

-

-

2,054,866

-

949,455

154,953

413,563

257,316

92,646

30,977

4,540,355

-

-

-

-

4,540,355

32,298,955 12,171,943

7,426,774

4,985,119

3,143,787

4,571,332

- (9,003,664) (4,320,877) (1,236,436)

9,830,751

4,730,226

31 December 2015

Loans and advances to customers
Investment securities

Total

Other borrowings
Other liabilities
Equity
Total
Difference
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4. FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT (CONTINUED)
(c) Liquidity risk (continued)
(iii) Maturity analysis (financial liabilities and derivatives)

31 December 2016

Gross
Carrying
undiscounted
amount
cash flows

Less than 1
month

1-3 months

3 months –
1 year

5
1-5 years More than
years

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

Due to banks

1,276,265

1,278,514

821,045

457,469

-

-

-

Certificate of deposits

2,237,629

2,247,602

513,888

1,250,037

483,677

-

-

7,072,491 10,341,113

7,734,392

11,856

-

Non-derivative financial liabilities

Customer deposits
Debt securities
Subordinated debt
Other borrowings
Total

25,010,862 25,159,852
1,810,625

2,093,401

5,498

10,996

49,481

2,027,426

-

182,000

187,069

431

819

185,819

-

-

1,886,949

1,989,678

3,624

6,900

32,159

1,946,995

-

8,416,977 12,067,334

8,485,528

3,986,277

-

2,662,757

1,600,516

55,777

-

(5,504,416) (2,646,357) (1,215,584) (1,598,347)

(44,128)

-

3,997,926

-

32,404,330 32,956,116

Derivative financial instruments
Risk Management:
Outflow

Inflow

5,528,551

32,980,251

1,209,501

8,433,377 12,061,251

8,487,697
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4. FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT (CONTINUED)
(c) Liquidity risk (continued)
(iii) Maturity analysis (financial liabilities and derivatives) (continued)
Carrying
amount

Gross
undiscounted
cash flows

Less than 1
month

1-3 months

3 months –
1 year

1-5 years

More than 5
years

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

Due to banks

2,638,289

2,640,082

2,245,526

248,638

145,918

-

-

Certificate of deposits

1,549,900

1,551,047

1,396,403

154,644

-

-

-

20,384,090 20,456,151

8,402,691

6,622,919

4,612,828

817,713

-

31 December 2015
Non-derivative financial liabilities

Customer deposits
Subordinated debt
Other borrowings
Total

182,000

191,618

410

1,191

3,241

186,776

-

2,054,866

2,151,364

3,025

5,758

26,937

2,115,644

-

26,809,145 26,990,262 12,048,055

7,033,150

4,788,924

3,120,133

-

1,076,643

1,985,592

82,577

-

(6,753,606) (3,634,964) (1,072,886) (1,978,940)

(66,816)

-

3,135,894

-

Derivative financial instruments
Risk Management:
Outflow

Inflow

6,783,050

3,638,238

27,019,706 12,051,329

7,036,907

4,795,576

(d) Market risks
Market risk is the risk that the Group’s earnings or capital, or its ability to meet business
objectives, will be adversely affected by changes in the level of volatility of market rates or
prices such as interest rates commodities prices, foreign exchange rates and equity prices.
(i)

Management of market risks
The Group manages its market risks within the regulatory framework of limits defined by the
Qatar Central Bank. Setting the internal framework for the management of market risks and
ensuring compliance with this methodology is the responsibility of the Asset and Liability
Committee (ALCO) which consists of senior management including members of the Risk
management function. The Group is exposed to interest rate risk created as a result of assets
and liabilities mismatch or off balance sheet instruments that mature or reprice over a given
period.
Both interest rate gaps and foreign exchange rate fluctuations are managed within the
prescribed board limits. All risk exposures are monitored and reported on a daily basis to
senior management and any breaches are escalated immediately. In addition all trading activity
is continuously being monitored at ALCO level.
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4. FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT (CONTINUED)
(d) Market risks (continued)
(ii) Exposure to market risks – trading portfolios
The Group utilizes the widely used Value-at-Risk ( VaR ) methodology to capture and control
market risks which is popular globally since it encapsulates all known market risks such as
volatility changes, correlation effects into a single unit of measurement and a limit can be
assigned against it for control purposes. The Group calculates the VaR metric on a daily
basis for both trading purposes (1Day VaR) and regulatory purposes (10 Day VaR), which are
monitored against set limits.
A summary of the VaR position of the Group’s trading portfolios at 31 December and during
the year is as follows:
At 31
December

Average

Maximum

Minimum

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

(27,748)

(23,889)

(73,747)

(101)

(14)

(12)

(65)

(1)

(4,679)

(3,350)

(6,474)

(692)

(32,441)

(27,251)

(80,286)

(794)

(2,412)

(8,305)

(287)

(26,018)

-

(4)

-

(95)

(466)

(264)

(34)

(916)

(2,878)

(8,573)

(321)

(27,029)

2016
Foreign currency risk
Interest rate risk
Covariance
Overall

2015
Foreign currency risk
Interest rate risk
Covariance
Overall

The limitations of the VaR methodology are recognised by supplementing VaR limits with other
position and sensitivity limit structures, including limits to address potential concentration risks
within each trading portfolio. In addition, the Group uses a wide range of stress tests to model
the financial impact of a variety of exceptional market scenarios, such as periods of prolonged
market illiquidity, on individual trading portfolios and the Group’s overall position.
(iii)

Exposure to interest rate risk – non-trading portfolios
The principal risk to which non-trading portfolios are exposed is the risk of loss from fluctuations
in the future cash flows or fair values of financial instruments because of a change in market
interest rates. Interest rate risk is managed principally through monitoring interest rate gaps and
by having pre-approved limits for repricing bands. ALCO is the monitoring body for compliance
with these limits and is assisted by Group central Treasury in its day-to-day monitoring activities.
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4. FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT (CONTINUED)
(d) Market risks (continued)
(iii) Exposure to interest rate risk – non-trading portfolios (continued)
A summary of the Group’s interest rate gap position on non-trading portfolios is as follows:
Carrying
amount

Less than 3
months 3-12 months

Repricing in:

5 Non-interest
Effective
1-5 years More than
years
sensitive interest rate

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

Cash and balances with central bank

1,789,297

460,000

-

-

-

1,329,297

Due from banks

3,261,913

2,845,425

379,230

-

-

37,258

0.80%

6,251,913 19,772,353

633,451

142,842

60,846

4.32%
3.77%

2016

Loans and advances to customers
Investment securities

26,861,405
5,570,902

402,073

1,032,028

3,098,001

936,863

101,937

Property and equipment

275,186

-

-

-

-

275,186

Other assets

406,507

-

-

-

-

406,507

9,959,411 21,183,611

3,731,452

1,079,705

2,211,031

38,165,210
Due to banks

1,276,265

1,260,071

-

-

-

16,194

1.27%

Certificate of deposits

2,237,629

1,755,629

482,000

-

-

-

1.73%

25,010,862 16,036,915

6,063,922

11,176

-

2,898,849

1.85%

Customer deposits

1,810,625

-

-

1,810,625

-

-

3.79%

182,000

182,000

-

-

-

-

2.81%

1,886,949

1,886,949

-

-

-

-

2.42%

900,681

-

-

-

-

900,681

4,860,199

-

-

-

-

4,860,199

38,165,210 21,121,564

6,545,922

1,821,801

-

8,675,923

(11,162,153) 14,637,689

1,909,651

36,400

996,240

Interest rate sensitivity gap

(12,194,793) 14,674,089

2,905,891

1,079,705 (6,464,892)

Cumulative Interest rate sensitivity gap

(12,194,793)

2,479,296

5,385,187

6,464,892

Debt securities
Subordinated debt
Other borrowings
Other liabilities
Equity

Statement of financial position items
Off statement of financial position items

(1,032,640)

1,079,705 (6,464,892)
-

-

-
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4. FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT (CONTINUED)
(d) Market risks (continued)
(iii) Exposure to interest rate risk – non-trading portfolios (continued)

Carrying
amount

Less than 3
months 3-12 months

Repricing in:
1-5 years

More than 5
years

Non-interest
sensitive

Effective
interest rate

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

Cash and balances with central bank

1,132,606

-

-

-

-

1,132,606

-

Due from banks

1,661,793

1,633,303

-

-

-

28,490

0.57%

8,166,336 13,736,012

1,829,182

209,521

103,558

4.23%

2015

Loans and advances to customers
Investment securities

24,044,609
4,851,231

324,400

247,147

3,807,030

235,578

237,076

3.65%

Property and equipment

262,758

-

-

-

-

262,758

-

Other assets

345,958

-

-

-

-

345,958

-

32,298,955 10,124,039 13,983,159

5,636,212

445,099

2,110,446

Due to banks

2,638,289

2,425,662

145,600

-

-

67,027

1.10%

Certificate of deposits

1,549,900

1,549,900

-

-

-

-

1.19%

20,384,090 13,180,201

3,995,677

809,674

-

2,398,538

1.41%

Customer deposits

182,000

182,000

-

-

-

-

2.37%

2,054,866

1,781,866

273,000

-

-

-

1.77%

949,455

-

-

-

-

949,455

-

4,540,355

-

-

-

-

4,540,355

-

32,298,955 19,119,629

4,414,277

809,674

-

7,955,375

Statement of financial position items

(8,995,590)

9,568,882

4,826,538

Off statement of financial position items

(1,088,360)

-

1,088,360

Interest rate sensitivity gap

(10,083,950)

9,568,882

5,914,898

Cumulative Interest rate sensitivity gap

(10,083,950)

(515,068)

5,399,830

Subordinated debt
Other borrowings
Other liabilities
Equity

445,099 (5,844,929)
-

-

445,099 (5,844,929)
5,844,929
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4. FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT (CONTINUED)
(d) Market risks (continued)
(iii) Exposure to interest rate risk – non-trading portfolios (continued)
Sensitivity analysis
The following table demonstrates the sensitivity to a reasonable possible change in interest
rates, with all other variables held constant, of the Group’s consolidated income statement and
equity.
The sensitivity of the consolidated income statement is the effect of the assumed changes
in interest rates on the net interest income for one year, based on the interest sensitive nontrading financial assets and financial liabilities held at 31 December 2016, including the effect
of hedging instruments. The sensitivity of equity is calculated by revaluing fixed rate availablefor-sale financial assets, including the effect of swaps designated as cash flow hedges at 31
December 2016 for the effects of the assumed changes in interest rates and based on the
assumption that there are parallel shifts in the yield curve. The effect of decreases in interest
rates is expected to have an equal and opposite effect of the increases shown.

Currency

Change in
basis points

Sensitivity of net
interest income

Sensitivity of equity

2016

2015

2016

2015

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

Qatari Riyal

25

20,804

21,069

-

-

US Dollar

25

2,149

6,719

3,076

5,006

(iv) Exposure to currency risk – non-trading portfolios
Foreign currency transactions
Currency risk is the risk that the value of a financial instrument will fluctuate due to changes in
foreign exchange rates. The Group takes an exposure to the effect of fluctuation in prevailing
foreign currency exchange rates on its consolidated financial position. The Board of Directors
has set limits on the level of currency exposure, which are monitored daily.
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4. FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT (CONTINUED)
(d) Market risks (continued)
(iv) Exposure to currency risk – non-trading portfolios (continued)
Foreign currency transactions (continued)
The Group had the following net open positions at the year end:
Functional currency of Group entities

2016

2015

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

Pounds Sterling

(24)

(78)

Euro

952

(6,126)

US$

(2,311,177)

(4,104,166)

79,827

83,863

(2,230,422)

(4,026,507)

Net foreign currency exposure:

Other currencies
Total

The others above include an exposure to Egyptian Pounds (EGP) amounting to QAR 25,921
thousand (2015: QAR 60,098 thousand). This exposure arises from the Group’s strategic
investment made in 2006.
The Group manages its currency exposures within limits laid down by the Board of Directors.
Intra-day and overnight limits are laid down for each currency individually and in total. The
Qatar Riyal is pegged to the US Dollar. Although the Group is not exposed to any currency risk
due to the peg, limits are set for US Dollar exposures. All other currency exposures are limited
and the Group is not significantly exposed to the other currencies.
Sensitivity Analysis

1% change in currency exchange rate

Increase / (decrease) in profit Increase / (decrease) in other
or loss
comprehensive income
2016

2015

2016

2015

1

1

-

-

Euro

10

61

-

-

US$

-

-

-

-

539

238

259

Pound Sterling

Other currencies

601
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4. FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT (CONTINUED)
(v) Exposure to equity price risks – non-trading portfolios
Equity price risk
Equity price risk arises from fluctuations in equity indices and prices. The Board has set limits
on the amount and type of investments that may be accepted. This is monitored on an ongoing
basis by the Group's Credit and Investment Committee.The non-trading equity price risk
exposure arises from the Group’s investment portfolio.
The effect on equity, as a result of a change in the fair value of equity instruments held as
available-for-sale investments at the year end, due to change in equity indices, with all other
variables held constant, is as follows:
Change in Equity
price %

Effect on
equity 2016

Effect on
Equity 2015

10%

5,362

15,380

Market index
Qatar Exchange

(e) Operational risks
Operational Risk is the loss resulting from inadequate or failed internal processes, people and
systems or from external events. The Bank manages its Operational Risk primarily through
the Board approved Operational Risk Framework (ORF) consisting of the Operational Risk
Policy (ORP) and the Operational Risk Committee (ORC), which has representation across
all departments. The Bank utilizes a Basel III compliant approach known as ‘Operational
Risk Self-Assessment’ (ORSA) process to assess, document and report the operational risks
encountered in the course of normal business activity.
The ORC approves the ORSA annually and reviews operational risks faced by various functions
in the Bank on a regular basis throughout the year to track the status of open risks and pursuing
appropriate controls wherever necessary. The ORSA process for 2016/2017 has been approved
in Dec 2016. Furthermore both compliance and internal audit perform independent periodic
reviews to assess adequacy of check and controls at any given point in time.
The Bank has a robustly documented Business Continuity Plan (BCP) and Disaster Recovery
Plan (DRP). These documents outline the procedures to be followed in a disaster scenario.
The BCP aims to establish the level of impact upon the Bank’s business activity of having to
operate from a different site in the event of an emergency or natural disaster. This includes
access to critical computer systems, connectivity to local area network, database servers,
internet, intranet and e-mails etc. This is a well-established process and takes place periodically
throughout the year and its completion is signed off by all concerned departments to confirm
tests were successfully carried out by them as well as a report circulated to all ORC members
for their comments and reference. Both the BCP & DR processes were independently audited
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4. FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT (CONTINUED)
(e) Operational risks (continued)
by external auditors as per QCB requirements and were found to be thorough and well
implemented.
Basic firefighting training is provided to staff fire wardens periodically with the assistance of
Civil Defense Authority. An evacuation drill is normally conducted annually as part of safety
and security procedures across the branches network.
(f) Capital management
Regulatory capital
The primary objectives of the Group’s capital management are to ensure that the Group complies
with externally imposed capital requirements and that the Group maintains strong credit ratings
and healthy capital ratios in order to support its business and to maximise shareholders' value.
In order to maintain or adjust the capital structure, the Group may adjust the amount of dividend
payment to shareholders or issue capital securities. No changes were made in the objectives,
policies and processes from the previous years.
The adequacy of the Group’s capital is monitored using, among other measures, the rules
and ratios established by the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision and adopted by Qatar
Central Bank. The following table summarises the capital adequacy of the Group under Basel
III requirements:
2016

2015

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

4,669,396

4,267,779

48,800

85,200

4,718,196

4,352,979

30,201,144

26,788,912

CET1/Tier 1 Ratio

15.46

15.9

Total Capital Ratio

15.62

16.3

Common Equity Tier 1 (CET1) capital
Tier 2 capital
Total eligible capital
Total risk weighted assets

The minimum accepted Capital Adequacy Ratio under Basel III as per Qatar Central Bank
Requirements are as follows:
Minimum limit without Capital Conservation Buffer is 10%.
Minimum limit including Capital Conservation Buffer is 12.5%.
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4. FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT (CONTINUED)
(f) Capital management (continued)
Regulatory capital (continued)
Risk weighted assets and carrying amounts
2015
2016
Basel III Risk
Basel III Risk
weighted amount weighted amount

2016
Carrying
amount

2015
Carrying
amount

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

-

-

1.789.297

1,132,606

722,812

293,115

3.261.913

1,661,793

26,101,931

23,184,090

26.861.405

24,044,609

Investment securities

741,999

927,240

5.570.902

4,851,231

Other assets

797,789

608,716

681,693

608,716

28,364,531

25,013,161

38,165,210

32,298,955

80,779

83,863

1,755,834

1,691,888

30,201,144

26,788,912

2016

2015

30,201,144

26,788,912

4,718,196

4,352,979

15.62%

16.3%

Cash and balances with central bank
Due from banks
Loans and advances to customers

Total risk weighted assets for credit risk

Risk weighted assets for market risk
Risk weighted assets for operational risk

Risk weighted assets
Regulatory capital
Regulatory capital as a percentage of Risk weighted
assets (Capital ratio)
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5. USE OF ESTIMATES AND JUDGMENTS
(a) Key sources of estimation uncertainty
The Group makes estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets and
liabilities. Estimates and judgements are continually evaluated and are based on historical
experience and other factors, including expectations of future events that are believed to be
reasonable under the circumstances.
(i) Going concern
The Group’s management has made an assessment of the Group’s ability to continue as a
going concern and is satisfied that the Group has the resources to continue in business for the
foreseeable future. Furthermore, the management is not aware of any material uncertainties that
may cast significant doubt upon the Group’s ability to continue as a going concern. Therefore,
the consolidated financial statements continue to be prepared on the going concern basis.
(ii) Impairment losses on loans, advances and financing activities to customers
The Group reviews its individually significant loans, advances and financing activities to
customers at each consolidated statement of financial position date to assess whether an
impairment loss should be recorded in the consolidated income statement. In particular,
judgment by management is required in the estimation of the amount and timing of future cash
flows when determining the impairment loss. In estimating these cash flows, the Group makes
judgments about the borrower’s financial situation and the net realisable value of collateral.
These estimates are based on assumptions about a number of factors and actual results
may differ, resulting in future changes to the allowance. Loans and advances that have been
assessed individually and found not to be impaired and all individually insignificant loans and
advances are then assessed collectively, in groups of assets with similar risk characteristics,
to determine whether provision should be made due to incurred loss events for which there
is objective evidence but whose effects are not yet evident. The collective assessment takes
account of data from the loan portfolio (such as credit quality, levels of arrears, credit utilisation,
loan to collateral ratios etc.), concentrations of risks and economic data (including levels
of unemployment, real estate prices indices, country risk and the performance of different
individual groups). Furthermore, management complies with all applicable provisions of Qatar
Central Bank regulations in this regard.
(iii) Impairment of investments in equity and debt securities
Investments in equity and debt securities are evaluated for impairment on the basis described
in the significant accounting policies section.
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5. USE OF ESTIMATES AND JUDGMENTS (CONTINUED)
(a) Key sources of estimation uncertainty (continued)
(iv) Fair value of financial instruments
Where the fair values of financial assets and financial liabilities recorded on the consolidated statement of
financial position cannot be derived from active markets, they are determined using a variety of valuation
techniques that include the use of mathematical models. The input to these models are taken from
observable market data where possible, but where observable market data are not available, judgment
is required to establish fair values. The judgments include considerations of liquidity and model inputs,
such as volatility, discount rates etc.
(b) Critical accounting judgements in applying the Group’s accounting policies
(i) Valuation of financial instruments
The Group’s accounting policy on fair value measurements is discussed in the significant accounting
policies section.
The Group measures fair values using the following fair value hierarchy that reflects the significance of
the inputs used in making the measurements.
• Level 1: Quoted market price (unadjusted) in an active market for an identical instrument.
• Level 2: Other techniques for which all inputs which have a significant effect on the recorded fair value
are observable, either directly or indirectly; and
• Level 3: Techniques which use inputs which have a significant effect on the recorded fair value that are
not based on observable market data.
Financial instruments measured at fair value – Fair value hierarchy
The table below analyses financial instruments measured at fair value at the end of the reporting period,
by the level in the fair value hierarchy into which the fair value measurement is categorised:
Level 1

31 December 2016

Derivative assets held for risk management
Investment securities

Derivative liabilities held for risk management

QAR’000s
-

Level 2

QAR’000s
40,719

2,721,619

1,483,030

-

61,467

2,721,619

-

Level 3

Total

QAR’000s

QAR’000s
-

1,523,749

40,719

4,204,649
4,245,368

-

61,467

-

61,467
61,467

31 December 2015

Derivative assets held for risk management
Investment securities

Derivative liabilities held for risk management

-

8,550

-

1,491,580

-

2,865,761

1,483,030

-

2,865,761

8,550

-

4,348,791

38,274

-

38,274

38,274

-

38,274

4,357,341
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5. USE OF ESTIMATES AND JUDGMENTS (CONTINUED)
(b) Critical accounting judgements in applying the Group’s accounting policies (continued)
(i) Valuation of financial instruments (continued)
Financial instruments measured at fair value – Fair value hierarchy (continued)
All unquoted available for sale equity investments amounting to QAR 46,921 thousands (2015: QAR
81,099 thousands) are recorded at cost since the fair value cannot be reliably measured.
During the year ending 31 December 2016, there were no transfers between Level 1 and Level 2 fair
value measurements, and no transfers into and out of Level 3 fair value measurements.
Financial investments in Level 2 above include Qatar Government Bonds amounting to QAR 283,030
thousands, (2015: QAR 283,030 thousands) which were issued in lieu of sale of certain real estate
loans and equity investments listed in Qatar Exchange to the Government of Qatar.
Financial instruments not measured at fair value
The following financial instruments which are not measured at fair value are not being included
in fair value hierarchy, as carrying amount is a reasonable approximation of fair value, except for
Investment securities classified as held to maturity which the fair value amounts to QAR 1,304,820
thousands (2015 : QAR 420,390 thousands), which is derived using level 1.
The fair value of the following financial instruments approximate their carrying values:
Financial assets
Cash and balances with Qatar Central Bank
Due from banks and other financial institutions
Loans, advances and financing activities to customers
Financial liabilities
Due to banks, Qatar Central Bank and other financial institutions
Customer deposits
Debt securities
Subordinated debt
Other borrowings
For financial assets and financial liabilities that are liquid or having a short term maturity (less
than three months), it is assumed that the carrying amounts approximate to their fair value. This
assumption is also applied to call accounts, demand deposits, savings accounts without a specific
maturity and variable rate financial instruments
The fair value of fixed rate financial assets and liabilities carried at amortised cost are estimated by
comparing market interest rates when they were first recognised with current market rates offered
for similar financial instruments. The estimated fair value of fixed interest bearing deposits is based
on discounted cash flows using prevailing money market interest rates for debts with similar credit
risk and maturity. For quoted debt issued the fair values are calculated based on quoted market
prices. For those notes issued where quoted market prices are not available, a discounted cash
flow model is used based on a current interest rate yield curve appropriate for the remaining term
to maturity
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5. USE OF ESTIMATES AND JUDGMENTS (CONTINUED)
(b) Critical accounting judgements in applying the Group’s accounting policies (continued)
(ii) Financial asset and liability classification
The Group’s accounting policies provide scope for assets and liabilities to be designated at
inception into different accounting categories in certain circumstances:
• In classifying financial assets or liabilities as trading, the Group has determined that it meets
the description of trading assets and liabilities set out in accounting policies.
• In designating financial assets at fair value through profit or loss, the Group has determined
that it has met one of the criteria for this designation set out in accounting policies.
• In classifying financial assets as held-to-maturity, the Group has determined that it has both
the positive intention and ability to hold the assets until their maturity date as required by
accounting policies.
Details of the Group’s classification of financial assets and liabilities are given in Note 7.
(iii) Qualifying hedge relationships
In designating financial instruments in qualifying hedge relationships, the Group has determined
that it expects the hedges to be highly effective over the period of the hedging relationship.
In accounting for derivatives as cash flow hedges, the Group has determined that the hedged
cash flow exposure relates to highly probable future cash flows.
(iv) Impairment of investments in equity and debt securities
Investments in equity and debt securities are evaluated for impairment on the basis described
in the significant accounting policies section.
(v) Useful lives of property and equipment
The Group’s management determines the estimated useful life of property and equipment for
calculating depreciation. This estimate is determined after considering the expected usage of
the asset, physical wear and tear, technical or commercial obsolescence.
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6. OPERATING SEGMENTS
For management purposes, the Group is organised into two major operating segments:
Management monitors the operating results of the operating segments separately for the
purpose of making decisions about resource allocation and performance assessment. Segment
performance is evaluated based on operating profit or loss.
Retail and private banking and wealth management
Principally handling individual customers’ deposit and current accounts, providing consumer
loans, residential mortgages, overdrafts, credit cards and fund transfer facilities. Private
banking and wealth management represents servicing high net worth individuals through a
range of investment products, funds, credit facilities, trusts and alternative investments.
Corporate banking, treasury, investments and brokerage subsidiary
Principally handling loans and other credit facilities, and deposit and current accounts for
corporate and institutional customers and providing money market, trading and treasury
services, as well as management of the Group’s funding. The brokerage services are offered
through the wholly owned subsidiary, Ahli Brokerage Company SPC.
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6. OPERATING SEGMENTS (CONTINUED)
(i) Information about operating segments
Retail & private
Corporate banking,
banking and wealth treasury, investments
management
and brokerage

Total

QAR ‘000s

QAR ‘000s

QAR ‘000s

2016
Net interest income

186,358

548,710

735,068

Net fee and commission income

52,458

116,331

168,789

Foreign exchange gain

12,436

4,634

17,070

-

31,173

31,173

Income from investment securities
Other operating income

-

6,560

6,560

Total segment revenue

251,252

707,408

958,660

(4,515)

(28,197)

(32,712)

102,277

529,471

631,748

Reportable segment assets

6,037,648

32,127,562

38,165,210

Reportable segment liabilities

8,554,317

24,750,694

33,305,011

Other material non-cash items:
Impairment losses and provisions
Reportable segment profit before tax

*There is no inter group transactions in the above segmental information.
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6. OPERATING SEGMENTS (CONTINUED)
(i) Information about operating segments (continued)
Retail & private
banking and wealth
management

Corporate banking,
treasury, investments
and brokerage

Total

QAR ‘000s

QAR ‘000s

QAR ‘000s

2015
Net interest income

205,808

556,025

761,833

Net fee and commission income

48,976

107,701

156,677

Foreign exchange gain

12,631

12,313

24,944

-

45,611

45,611

Income from investment securities
Other operating income

-

6,795

6,795

267,415

728,445

995,860

Impairment losses and provisions

(13,924)

(45,248)

(59,172)

Reportable segment profit before tax

109,223

538,497

647,720

Reportable segment assets

6,315,023

25,983,932

32,298,955

Reportable segment liabilities

6,935,594

20,823,006

27,758,600

Total segment revenue
Other material non-cash items:

*There is no inter group transactions in the above segmental information.
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7. FINANCIAL ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
(a) Accounting classifications and fair values
The table below sets out the carrying amounts and fair values of the Group’s financial assets
and financial liabilities:
Fair value
through
profit or loss

Held-tomaturity

Loans and
receivables

Availablefor-sale

Other
amortised
cost

Total
carrying
amount

Fair value

QAR’000s QAR’000s QAR’000s QAR’000s QAR’000s QAR’000s QAR’000s

31 December 2016
Cash and balances with central bank

-

- 1,789,297

-

Due from banks

-

-

-

- 3,261,913 3,261,913 3,261,913

40,719

-

-

-

-

-

- 26,861,405

-

- 26,861,405 26,861,405

Measured at fair value

-

-

- 4,251,570

- 4,251,570 4,251,570

Measured at amortised cost

- 1,319,332

-

- 1,319,332 1,304,820

Derivative assets held for risk management
Loans and advances to customers

- 1,789,297 1,789,297

40,719

40,719

Investment securities:

-

40,719 1,319,332 28,650,702 4,251,570 3,261,913 37,524,236 37,509,724

61,467

-

-

-

Due to banks

-

-

-

- 1,276,265 1,276,265 1,276,265

Certificate of deposits

-

-

-

- 2,237,629 2,237,629 2,237,629

Customer deposits

-

-

-

- 25,010,862 25,010,862 25,010,862

Debt securities

-

-

-

- 1,810,625 1,810,625 1,810,625

Subordinated debt

-

-

-

-

Other borrowings

-

-

-

- 1,886,949 1,886,949 1,886,949

61,467

-

-

- 32,404,330 32,465,797 32,465,797

Derivative liabilities held for risk management

-

182,000

61,467

182,000

61,467

182,000
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7. FINANCIAL ASSETS AND LIABILITIES (CONTINUED)
(a) Accounting classifications and fair values (continued)
The table below sets out the carrying amounts and fair values of the Group’s financial assets
and financial liabilities:
Fair value
through
profit or loss

Held-tomaturity

Loans and Available-forreceivables
sale

Other
amortised
cost

Total
carrying
amount

Fair value

QAR’000s QAR’000s QAR’000s QAR’000s QAR’000s QAR’000s QAR’000s

31 December 2015
Cash and balances with central bank

-

- 1,132,606

-

Due from banks

-

-

-

- 1,661,793 1,661,793 1,661,793

8,550

-

-

-

-

-

- 24,044,609

-

- 24,044,609 24,044,609

Measured at fair value

-

-

- 4,429,890

- 4,429,890 4,429,890

Measured at amortised cost

-

421,341

-

-

Derivative assets held for risk management
Loans and advances to customers

- 1,132,606 1,132,606

8,550

8,550

Investment securities:

8,550

-

421,341

420,390

421,341 25,177,215 4,429,890 1,661,793 31,698,789 31,697,838

38,274

-

-

-

Due to banks

-

-

-

- 2,638,289 2,638,289 2,638,289

Certificate of deposits

-

-

-

- 1,549,900 1,549,900 1,549,900

Customer deposits

-

-

-

- 20,384,090 20,384,090 20,384,090

Subordinated debt

-

-

-

-

Other borrowings

-

-

-

- 2,054,866 2,054,866 2,054,866

38,274

-

-

- 26,809,145 26,847,419 26,847,419

Derivative liabilities held for risk management

-

182,000

38,274

182,000

38,274

182,000
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8. CASH AND BALANCES WITH CENTRAL BANK

Cash
Cash reserve with QCB*
Other balances with QCB

2016

2015

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

104,607

77,756

1,073,735

989,901

610,955

64,949

1,789,297

1,132,606

2016

2015

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

82,832

133,463

3,179,081

1,528,330

3,261,913

1,661,793

2016

2015

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

23,953,143

21,367,038

2,446,161

2,225,953

320,195

294,831

*The cash reserve with QCB is mandatory reserve not available for use in the Group’s day to day operations.

9. DUE FROM BANKS

Current accounts
Placements

10. LOANS AND ADVANCES TO CUSTOMERS
a) By type
Loans
Overdrafts
Bills discounted
Reclassified AFS Securities (i)
Acceptances
Other loans

Deferred profit
Specific impairment of loans and advances to customers
Collective impairment allowance
Net loans and advances to customers (Note 10(a)(i))

20,797

25,035

388,911

450,106

77,156

71,821

27,206,363

24,434,784

(8,546)

(10,108)

(287,612)

(331,267)

(48,800)

(48,800)

26,861,405

24,044,609
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10. LOANS AND ADVANCES TO CUSTOMERS (CONTINUED)
a) By type (continued)
The aggregate amount of non-performing loans and advances to customers (excluding
performing loans under watch list) amounted QAR 223.45 million, which represents 0.82% of
total loans and advances to customers (2015: QAR 301.68 million, 1.24% of total loans and
advances to customers).
Specific impairment of loans and advances to customers includes QAR 50.80 million of interest
in suspense (2015: QAR 63.21 million)
(i) Reclassified AFS Securities:
Following the amendments to IAS 39 and IFRS 7, “Reclassification of Financial Assets”, the
Group reclassified certain financial assets from available-for-sale to loans and advances
category. The Group identified assets eligible under the amendments, for which at 1 July 2008,
it had clear change of intent to hold for the foreseeable future rather than to exit in the short
term. Under IAS 39 as amended, the reclassifications were made with effect from 1 July 2008
at fair value at that date
The carrying value of the financial assets reclassified to loans and advances at 1 July 2008 was
QAR 304,555 thousand (31 December 2016: QAR 20,797 thousand and 31 December 2015:
QAR 25,035 thousand) with the fair value at 31 December 2016 of QAR24,246 thousand (31
December 2015: QAR 23,937 thousand). Unrealized fair value gains on reclassified financial
assets available-for-sale that were not impaired, were recorded directly in equity. As of July
2008, such unrealized fair value gains recorded directly in equity amounted to QAR 14,579
thousand.
As of the reclassification date i.e. 1 July 2008, the effective interest rates on reclassified financial
assets available-for-sale ranged from 4.12% to 6.46% with expected recoverable cash flows of
QAR 483,080 thousand.
If the reclassification had not been made, there would not have been any effect on the Group’s
consolidated income statement for the year ended 31 December 2016 (2015: Nil). Also, as
at 31 December 2016, the equity would have included QAR1,043 thousand (31 December
2015: QAR 1,098 thousand) of unrealized fair value losses on the reclassified available-for-sale
financial assets, which were not impaired.
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10. LOANS AND ADVANCES TO CUSTOMERS (CONTINUED)
a) By type (continued)
Note 1

Government and related agencies
Corporate
Retail

2016

2015

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

1,776,293

1,791,859

19,732,973

16,480,063

5,352,139

5,772,687

26,861,405

24,044,609

b) By industry
At 31 December 2016

Loans

Overdrafts

Bills
discounted

Reclassified
AFS Acceptances
Securities

Other
Loans

Total

QAR ‘000s QAR ‘000s QAR ‘000s QAR ‘000s QAR ‘000s QAR ‘000s QAR ‘000s

Government and related agencies

809,200

778,088

-

-

-

-

1,587,288

Industry

714,377

58,211

-

20,797

10,053

57

803,495

10,328,153

1,032,789

180,330

-

297,579

Services

2,566,780

55,719

7,483

-

4,994

194

2,635,170

Contracting

1,995,593

322,131

132,382

-

76,285

184

2,526,575

Real estate

4,320,572

65,987

-

-

-

14

4,386,573

Personal

3,218,468

133,236

-

-

-

76,351

3,428,055

23,953,143

2,446,161

320,195

20,797

388,911

Commercial

Less: deferred profit
Specific impairment of loans and advances to customers
Collective impairment allowance

356 11,839,207

77,156 27,206,363

(8,546)
(287,612)
(48,800)
26,861,405
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10. LOANS AND ADVANCES TO CUSTOMERS (CONTINUED)
b) By industry (continued)

At 31 December 2015

Loans

Overdrafts

Bills
discounted

Reclassified
AFS
Securities Acceptances

Other
Loans

Total

QAR ‘000s QAR ‘000s QAR ‘000s QAR ‘000s QAR ‘000s QAR ‘000s QAR ‘000s

Government and related agencies

1,223,148

568,711

-

-

-

-

1,791,859

526,517

69,827

-

20,733

12,144

29

629,250

Commercial

7,785,588

599,424

164,042

-

406,831

391

8,956,276

Services

2,500,759

118,441

65,012

-

2,914

195

2,687,321

Contracting

1,878,820

311,996

52,435

-

28,217

142

2,271,610

Real estate

4,035,461

90,601

-

4,302

-

-

4,130,364

Personal

3,416,745

466,953

13,342

-

-

71,064

3,968,104

21,367,038

2,225,953

294,831

25,035

450,106

Industry

71,821 24,434,784

(10,108)

Less: deferred profit
Specific impairment of loans and advances to customers

(331,267)
(48,800)

Collective impairment allowance

24,044,609

c) Movement in impairment provisions on loans and advances to customers
2016

2015

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

380,067

355,290

63,302

90,805

(64,276)

(64,172)

379,093

381,923

Written off during the year

(42,681)

(1,856)

Balance at 31 December

336,412

380,067

Balance at 1 January
Provisions made during the year
Recoveries during the year
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10. LOANS AND ADVANCES TO CUSTOMERS (CONTINUED)
c) Movement in impairment provisions on loans and advances to customers (continued)
The movement includes the effect of interest suspended on loans and advances to customers
as per QCB regulations.

QAR’000s

Retail

QAR’000s

Real Estate
Mortgages
QAR’000s

QAR’000s

7,260

294,906

77,901

380,067

Provision made during the year

17,144

43,175

2,983

63,302

Recoveries during the year

(7,952)

(56,324)

-

(64,276)

Amounts written off

(4,088)

(38,593)

-

(42,681)

Balance at 31 December 2016

12,364

243,164

80,884

336,412

Balance at 1 January

7,701

273,121

74,468

355,290

Provision made during the year

5,363

82,009

3,433

90,805

(5,804)

(58,368)

-

(64,172)

-

(1,856)

-

(1,856)

7,260

294,906

77,901

380,067

Corporate

Balance at 1 January

Recoveries during the year
Amounts written off
Balance at 31 December 2015

Total

The above impairment provisions include collective impairment on the Group’s loans, advances and financing activities to customers’
portfolio for QAR 48,800 thousands (2015; QAR 48,800 thousands)

11. INVESTMENT SECURITIES
Investment securities as at 31 December 2016 totaled QAR 5,570,902 thousands (2015: QAR
4,851,231 thousands). The analysis of investment securities is detailed below:
2016

2015

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

Available-for-sale

4,339,004

4,513,796

Held to maturity

1,319,332

421,341

Total

5,658,336

4,935,137

(87,434)

(83,906)

5,570,902

4,851,231

Impairment loss
Total
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11. INVESTMENT SECURITIES (CONTINUED)

a) Available-for-sale

Equities
State of Qatar debt securities/T-Bills
Other debt securities
Mutual funds
Less: impairment loss
Total

2016

2015

Quoted

Unquoted

Quoted

Unquoted

QAR ‘000s

QAR ‘000s

QAR ‘000s

QAR ‘000s

79,330

100,916

203,346

100,879

1,712,624

1,483,030

1,389,483

1,483,030

955,310

-

1,328,628

-

7,794

-

8,430

-

(33,439)

(53,995)

(64,125)

(19,781)

2,721,619

1,529,951

2,865,762

1,564,128

Fixed rate securities and floating rate securities amounted to QAR 4,149,633 thousands and QAR NIL respectively (2015: QAR 4,192,815
thousands and QAR NIL thousands respectively).

b) Held to maturity

2016

2015

Quoted

Unquoted

Quoted

Unquoted

QAR ‘000s

QAR ‘000s

QAR ‘000s

QAR ‘000s

State of Qatar debt securities

648,647

-

-

-

Other debt securities

670,685

-

421,341

-

-

-

-

-

1,319,332

-

421,341

-

1,319,332

-

421,341

-

Floating rate securities

-

-

-

-

Less: impairment loss

-

-

-

-

1,319,332

-

421,341

-

-By issuer

Less: impairment loss
Total
-By interest rate
Fixed rate securities

Total

The fair value of held to maturity investments amounted to QAR 1,304,820 thousands at 31 December 2016 (2015: QAR 420,390 thousands).
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11. INVESTMENT SECURITIES (CONTINUED)
c) Movement in impairment loss on investment securities

2016

2015

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

83,906

49,829

Balance at 1 January
Impairment loss during the year
Reversal of provisions on derecognition

43,531

45,297

(40,003)

(11,220)

87,434

83,906

Capital
Work in
Progress

Total

51,593

443,081

Balance at 31 December

12. PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT
Balance at 31 December 2015

Furniture
and
Land and
Leasehold
building improvements equipment

Motor
Vehicles

QAR ‘000s

QAR ‘000s

QAR ‘000s

QAR ‘000s

QAR ‘000s QAR ‘000s

195,594

61,701

134,037

156

-

16,404

16,902

Balance at 31 December 2015

195,594

78,105

150,939

156

51,593

476,387

Balance at 1 January 2016

195,594

78,105

150,939

156

51,593

476,387

20,487

10,327

9,472

-

-

40,286

Cost
Balance at 1 January 2015
Acquisitions / transfers

Acquisitions / transfers

-

33,306

-

(147)

-

-

-

(147)

216,081

88,285

160,411

156

51,593

516,526

29,983

56,415

104,538

91

-

191,027

5,338

2,532

14,701

31

-

22,602

Balance at 31 December 2015

35,321

58,947

119,239

122

-

213,629

Balance at 1 January 2016

35,321

58,947

119,239

122

-

213,629

5,844

5,202

16,781

31

-

27,858

Disposals
Balance at 31 December 2016
Accumulated depreciation
Balance at 1 January 2015
Charged during the year

Depreciation for the year

-

(147)

-

-

-

(147)

41,165

64,002

136,020

153

-

241,340

Balance at 31 December 2015

160,273

19,158

31,700

34

51,593

262,758

Balance at 31 December 2016

174,916

24,283

24,391

3

51,593

275,186

Disposals
Balance at 31 December 2016

Carrying amounts
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13. OTHER ASSETS
2016

2015

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

135,575

118,602

4,457

4,367

Prepaid expenses

18,963

28,504

Positive fair value of derivatives (Note 30)

40,719

8,550

Sundry debtors

52,148

20,227

1,378

1,281

132,681

132,681

20,586

31,746

406,507

345,958

Interest receivable
Profit receivable (Islamic)

Advances and deposits
Repossessed Collateral*
Others

* This represents the value of the properties acquired in settlement of debts which are stated at
their acquisition value. The estimated market values of these properties as at 31 December 2016
are not materially different from the carrying values.

14. DUE TO BANKS

Balances due to central bank
Current accounts
Deposits

2016

2015

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

498

58,603

16,194

8,424

1,259,573

2,571,262

1,276,265

2,638,289
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15. CUSTOMER DEPOSITS
2016

2015

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

Current and call deposits

3,820,238

3,115,892

Saving deposits

1,090,479

1,178,545

20,100,145

16,089,653

25,010,862

20,384,090

Government

1,278,237

2,152,337

Government and semi government agencies

4,003,157

4,318,328

Retail

6,765,374

5,763,638

12,964,094

8,149,787

25,010,862

20,384,090

2016

2015

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

1,810,625

-

2016

2015

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

182,000

182,000

a) By type

Time deposits

b) By sector

Corporate

16. (A) DEBT SECURITIES

3.625% Euro Medium Term Note – Maturing in April 2021

16. (B) SUBORDINATED DEBT

US$ 50 million Tier II qualified Subordinated Medium Term Notes (terms as under)

Date of maturity			
Interest rate		

December 27, 2017
3 month LIBOR + 220 bps
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16. (C) OTHER BORROWINGS

Term loan facilities

2016

2015

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

1,886,949

2,054,866

The table below shows the other borrowings of the Bank as at 31 December 2016 and 2015:

Currency

Coupon Rate

Maturity

2016

2015

QAR

3 MONTH LIBOR +180 Bps

October 2019

449,149

598,866

US$

3 MONTH LIBOR + 140 Bps

September 2019

709,800

-

US$

3 MONTH LIBOR +100 Bps

June 2018

455,000

455,000

US$

3 MONTH LIBOR + 85 Bps

December 2018

91,000

91,000

US$

3 MONTH LIBOR + 95 Bps

October 2018

182,000

182,000

US$

3 MONTH LIBOR +120 Bps

September 2017

-

728,000

US$

Total

1,886,949

2,054,866
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17. OTHER LIABILITIES

2016

2015

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

121,075

74,337

Accrued expense payable

57,538

70,436

Other provisions (Refer (i) below)

40,992

45,163

9,126

43,525

Negative fair value of derivatives (Note 30)

61,467

38,274

Unearned income (Commission received in advance)

91,442

79,955

Cash margins

53,788

64,507

9,954

3,814

568

51

Social and sports fund

15,794

16,193

Staff provident fund

19,481

18,946

1,983

1,664

388,911

450,106

28,562

42,484

900,681

949,455

Interest payable

Bills payable

Dividend payable
QE clients payable

Staff pension fund
Due in relation to acceptances
Others
Total

(i) Other provisions
Staff
indemnity

Legal
provision

Others

Total 2016

Total 2015

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

38,870

500

5,793

45,163

42,963

9,747

-

-

9,747

10,347

48,617

500

5,793

54,910

53,310

Provisions paid and written off during the year

(7,651)

(474)

(5,793)

(13,918)

(8,147)

Balance at 31 December

40,966

26

-

40,992

45,163

Balance at 1 January
Provisions made/transferred during the year
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18. CAPITAL AND RESERVES
(a) Share capital
In millions of shares

On issue at the beginning of the reporting year
New shares issued (bonus issue)
On issue at 31 December

Ordinary shares
2016

2015

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

181.72

165.20

9.09

16.52

190.81

181.72

At 31 December 2016 the authorised share capital comprised 190.81 million ordinary shares (2015:
181.72 million). These instruments have a par value of QAR 10. All issued shares are fully paid.
Bonus issue
On 16 February 2016, the Bank issued bonus shares (ordinary shares) at the rate of 1 share for
every 20 shares held by the ordinary shareholders upon obtaining approval from the shareholders
in the Annual General Meeting held on 16 February 2016.
(b) Legal reserve
In accordance with Qatar Central Bank’s Law No. 13 of 2012 as amended, 10% of the net profit
for the year is required to be transferred to legal reserve until the legal reserve equals 100%
of the paid up capital. This reserve is not available for distribution except in circumstances
specified in the Qatar Commercial Companies’ Law and is subject to the approval of QCB. In
the year ended 31 December 2016, the Group has transferred QAR 63.18 million being 10% of
the net profits (2015-QAR 64.77 million).
(c) Risk reserve
In accordance with Qatar central Bank circular 102/2011, in 2016 2.5% (2015 - 2.5%) of the net
loans and advances to customers is required to be maintained, except for facilities granted to
government and facilities against cash collateral. The total amount of the transfer made to the
risk reserve was QAR 73,152 thousands (2015: QAR 44,855 thousands).
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18. CAPITAL AND RESERVES (CONTINUED)
(d) Fair value reserves
This reserve comprises the fair value changes recognised on available-for-sale financial assets
/ and the effective portion of the cumulative net change in the fair value of cash flow hedging
instruments related to hedged transactions that have not yet affected profit or loss.
Available-for-sale investments
2016

2015

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

At 1 January

35,335

49,807

Realised during the year

(9,065)

(14,072)

(58,055)

(34,507)

43,531

34,077

55

30

11,801

35,335

Fair value (losses) during the year
Net amount of impairment transferred to profit or loss
Amortised during the year on reclassification to loans and receivables
At 31 December

(e) Proposed bonus shares and dividend
A cash dividend of QAR 1 per share amounting to QAR 190,803 thousands has been proposed
by the Board of Directors for the year ended 31 December 2016 (2015: QAR 1.5 per share
amounting to QAR 272,576 thousands).
The Board of Directors have also proposed the issue of bonus shares at the rate of one share
for every twenty shares held by ordinary shareholders as at 31 December 2016 amounting to
QAR 95,402 thousands (2015: one shares for every twenty shares amounting to QAR 90,859
thousands).
The above proposed cash dividend and issue of bonus shares is subject to the approval of the
shareholders in their Annual General Meeting.
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19. INTEREST INCOME
2016

2015

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

6,624

6,215

Due from banks

14,930

13,538

Debt securities

180,041

175,633

1,080,832

924,170

1,282,427

1,119,556

2016

2015

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

132

1,280

58,394

36,594

393,609

285,853

95,224

33,996

547,359

357,723

2016

2015

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

87,370

82,249

Brokerage fees

7,262

7,880

Banking services

2,437

7,528

65,149

56,343

6,571

2,677

168,789

156,677

Balances with Qatar Central Bank

Loans and advances to customers

20. INTEREST EXPENSE

Balances with Qatar Central Bank
Due to banks
Customer deposits
Others

21. FEE AND COMMISSION INCOME - NET

Credit related fees

Commission on unfunded facilities
Others
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22. FOREIGN EXCHANGE GAIN/(LOSS)

Dealing in foreign currencies
Revaluation of assets and liabilities

2016

2015

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

17,075

24,939

(5)

5

17,070

24,944

2016

2015

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

24,006

32,541

7,167

13,070

31,173

45,611

2016

2015

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

6,308

6,097

252

698

6,560

6,795

23. INCOME FROM INVESTMENT SECURITIES

Net gains on sale of available-for-sale financial assets

24. OTHER OPERATING INCOME

Rental income
Others
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25. STAFF COSTS
2016

2015

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

81,966

79,018

Staff pension fund costs

3,981

3,906

Staff indemnity costs

9,747

9,847

291

1,164

76,673

79,888

172,658

173,823

2016

2015

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

3,819

5,974

Communication and insurance

14,280

14,278

Board of directors’ remuneration

11,145

12,120

Occupancy and maintenance

15,818

14,311

Computer and IT costs

14,785

14,955

Printing and stationary

3,791

3,218

30,046

27,687

93,684

92,543

Basic salaries

Training
Other

26. OTHER EXPENSES

Professional fees

Others
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27. BASIC AND DILUTED EARNINGS PER SHARE
Earnings per share of the Bank is calculated by dividing profit for the year attributable to the
equity holders of the Bank by the weighted average number of ordinary shares in issue during
the year:

Profit for the year attributable to the equity holders of the Bank
Weighted average number of outstanding shares
Basic and Diluted Earnings per share (QAR)

2016

2015

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

631,748

647,720

190,803,115

190,803,115

3.31

3.39

*There were no potentially dilutive shares outstanding at any time during the year, therefore, the
diluted earnings per share is equal to the basic earnings per share.
The weighted average number of shares (2015 adjusted) have been calculated as follows:
2016

2015

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

181,717,253

181,717,253

9,085,862

9,085,862

190,803,115

190,803,115

2016

2015

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

Unutilized facilities-non cancellable

9,928,537

11,277,335

Guarantees

7,108,186

6,429,726

926,398

904,741

17,963,121

18,611,802

Weighted average number of shares at 1 January
Bonus shares issued on 16 February 2016
Weighted average number of shares at 31 December

28. CONTINGENT LIABILITIES AND OTHER COMMITMENTS

a) Contingent liabilities

Letters of credit
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28. CONTINGENT LIABILITIES AND OTHER COMMITMENTS (CONTINUED)

b) Other commitments

2016

2015

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

Forward foreign exchange contracts

3,667,572

3,471,467

Interest rate swaps

1,032,640

1,088,360

247,491

485,107

4,947,703

5,044,934

Foreign Exchange Options
Total

Unused facilities
Commitments to extend credit represent contractual commitments to make loans and revolving
credits. Since commitments may expire without being drawn upon, the total contractual amounts
do not necessarily represent future cash requirements.
Guarantees and Letters of credit
Letters of credit and guarantees commit the Group to make payments on behalf of customers
contingent upon their failure to perform under the terms of the contract. Guarantees and standby
letters of credit carry the same risk as loans. Credit guarantees can be in the form of irrevocable
letters of credits, advance payment guarantees and endorsements liabilities from bills rediscounted.

29. CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

Cash and balances with banks
Money market placements

2016

2015

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

338,393

276,168

3,639,082

1,528,330

3,977,475

1,804,498

*Cash and balances with central bank do not include the mandatory cash reserve.
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30. DERIVATIVES

Positive
fair value

Notional / expected amount by term to maturity
3 - 12
Notional
Within
1-5
months
amount
3 months
Years

Negative
fair value

More than
5 years

QAR ‘000s QAR ‘000s QAR ‘000s QAR ‘000s QAR ‘000s QAR ‘000s QAR ‘000s
At 31 December 2016:
Derivatives held for trading/fair value hedges:
Forward foreign exchange contracts
Interest rate swaps
Total

40,661

38,223

3,667,572

1,560,889

2,106,683

-

-

58

23,244

1,032,640

-

-

1,032,640

-

40,719

61,467

4,700,212

1,560,889

2,106,683

1,032,640

-

8,455

7,340

3,471,467

1,141,552

2,329,915

-

-

95

30,934

1,088,360

-

-

1,088,360

-

8,550

38,274

4,559,827

1,141,552

2,329,915

1,088,360

-

At 31 December 2015:
Derivatives held for trading/fair value hedges:
Forward foreign exchange contracts
Interest rate swaps
Total

In the ordinary course of business, the Group enters into various types of transactions that involve
derivative financial instruments. A derivative financial instrument is a financial contract between
two parties where payments are dependent upon movements in price in one or more underlying
financial instruments, reference rates or indices.
These include financial options, futures and forwards, interest rate swaps and currency swaps,
which create rights and obligations that have the effect of transferring between the parties of the
instrument one or more of the financial risks inherent in an underlying primary financial instrument.
On inception, a derivative financial instrument gives one party a contractual right to exchange
financial assets or financial liabilities with another party under conditions that are potentially
favourable, or a contractual obligation to exchange financial assets or financial liabilities with
another party under conditions that are potentially unfavourable. However, they generally do not
result in a transfer of the underlying primary financial instrument on inception of the contract, nor
does such a transfer necessarily take place on maturity of the contract. Some instruments embody
both a right and an obligation to make an exchange. Because the terms of the exchange are
determined on inception of the derivative instruments, as prices in financial markets change, those
terms may become either favourable or unfavourable.
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30. DERIVATIVES (CONTINUED)
Derivative product types
Forwards exchange contracts are contractual agreements to either buy or sell a specified currency
at a specific price and date in the future. Forwards exchange contracts are customised contracts
transacted in the over-the-counter market.
Swaps are contractual agreements between two parties to exchange interest or foreign currency
differentials based on a specific notional amount. For interest rate swaps, counterparties generally
exchange fixed and floating rate interest payments based on a notional value in a single currency.
Derivatives held for trading purposes
Most of the Group’s derivative trading activities relate to customer driven transactions as well as
positioning and arbitrage. Positioning involves managing positions with the expectation of profiting
from favorable movements in prices, rates or indices. Arbitrage involves identifying and profiting
from price differentials between markets or products.
Derivatives held for hedging purposes
The Group has adopted a comprehensive system for the measurement and management of risk.
As part of its asset and liability management, the Group uses derivatives for hedging purposes in
order to reduce its exposure to currency and interest rate movements. This is achieved by hedging
specific financial instruments and forecasted transactions, as well as strategic hedging against
overall consolidated statement of financial position exposures.
The Group uses forward foreign exchange contracts to hedge against specifically identified
currency risks. In addition, the Group uses interest rate swaps to hedge against the interest rate risk
arising from specifically identified fixed rate exposures. The Group also uses interest rate swaps
to hedge against the cash flow risks arising on certain floating rate liabilities. In all such cases the
hedging relationship and objective, including details of the hedged item and hedging instrument,
are formally documented and the transactions are accounted for as fair value or cash flow hedges.
Hedging of interest rate risk is also carried out by monitoring the duration of assets and liabilities
and entering into interest rate swaps to hedge net interest rate exposures. Since hedging of net
positions does not qualify for special hedge accounting, related derivatives are accounted for the
same way as trading instruments.
31. FIDUCIARY ACTIVITIES
The Group provides investment brokerage and custody services to customers. Those assets that
are held in a fiduciary capacity are excluded from these consolidated financial statements and
amount to QAR 568,261 thousands at 31 December 2016 (2015: QAR 605,911 thousands).
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32. SOCIAL AND SPORTS FUND
During the year, the Group made an appropriation of QAR 15,794 thousands (31 December 2015QAR 16,193 thousands) representing 2.5% of the net profit for the year ended 31 December 2015,
pursuant to the Law No.13 of 2008 and further clarifications for the Law issued in 2010.
33. RELATED PARTIES
Parties are considered to be related if one party has the ability to control the other party or exercise
significant influence over the other party in making financial and operating decisions, Related
parties include entities over which the Group exercises significant influence, major shareholders,
directors and key management personnel of the Group.
The Group enters into transactions with major shareholders, directors and key management
personnel of the Group, and entities controlled, jointly controlled, or significantly influenced by
such parties. All the loans, advances and financing activities to related parties are given at market
rates and these are performing and free of any allowance for possible credit losses
The balances of related parties included in the consolidated financial statements are as follows:
2016
Board of
directors Shareholders

2015
Board of
directors Shareholders

QAR ‘000s

QAR ‘000s

QAR ‘000s

QAR ‘000s

759,192

-

827,276

-

382,878

1,884,267

286,816

2,626,002

11,584

-

8,098

-

Interest and fee and commission income

31,126

-

20,930

-

Interest and fee and commission expense

6,227

41,007

4,075

17,182

12,120

-

12,120

-

Assets:
Loans and advances to customers

Liabilities:
Customer deposits

Unfunded items:
Letters of guarantee, letters of credit, commitments and indirect credit facilities

Income statement items:

Board of Directors’ remuneration
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33. RELATED PARTIES (CONTINUED)
a) Transactions with key management personnel
Key management personnel (other than Board of Directors) and their immediate relatives have
transacted with the Group during the year as follows:

Other loans

2016

2015

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

4,703

2,302

2016

2015

QAR’000s

QAR’000s

21,527

18,573

7,792

6,952

29,319

25,525

Key management personnel compensation for the year ended comprised:

Salaries and short term employee benefits
Post employment benefits

34. COMPARATIVES
The comparative figures presented for 2015 have been reclassified where necessary to preserve
consistency with the 2016 figures. However such reclassifications did not have any material
effect on the consolidated net profit, other comprehensive income or the total consolidated
equity for the comparative year
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a) Statement of Financial Position – Parent Bank
As at 31 December

2016

2015

QAR ‘000s

QAR ‘000s

Cash and balances with central bank

1,789,296

1,132,605

Due from banks

3,261,913

1,661,793

26,861,405

24,044,609

5,570,902

4,851,231

Investment in subsidiary

50,000

50,000

Property and equipment

274,492

262,049

Other assets

406,841

346,352

38,214,849

32,348,639

Due to banks

1,276,265

2,638,289

Certificate of deposits

2,237,629

1,549,900

25,047,622

20,422,606

1,810,625

-

182,000

182,000

1,886,949

2,054,866

900,109

947,316

33,341,199

27,794,977

Share capital

1,908,031

1,817,173

Legal reserve

1,525,796

1,462,621

609,505

536,353

Fair value reserves

11,635

35,081

Retained earnings

818,683

702,434

4,873,650

4,553,662

38,214,849

32,348,639

ASSETS

Loans and advances to customers
Investment securities

TOTAL ASSETS

LIABILITIES

Customer deposits
Debt securities
Subordinated Debt
Other Borrowings
Other liabilities
TOTAL LIABILITIES

EQUITY

Risk reserve

TOTAL EQUITY

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY
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b) Income Statement – Parent Bank
For the year ended 31 December

2016

2015

QAR ‘000s

QAR ‘000s

Interest income

1,282,427

1,119,552

Interest expense

(548,210)

(358,271)

Net interest income

734,217

761,281

Net fee and commission income

161,633

148,761

Foreign exchange gain

17,070

25,103

Income from investment securities

30,701

45,352

Other operating income

6,561

6,794

Net operating income

950,182

987,291

(169,705)

(169,634)

Depreciation and amortisation

(27,506)

(22,318)

Net provisions

(32,712)

(59,172)

Other expenses

(88,453)

(87,817)

Profit for the year

631,806

648,350

Staff costs
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